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SOMMARIO
Dal 2019 con il decreto DM560/2017 in Italia è diventato obbligatorio l’uso del BIM (Building
Information Modeling) per appalti pubblici riguardanti lavori complessivi di importo sopra i 100 milioni
di euro, ma dal 2025 tutti gli appalti pubblici di qualsiasi importo dovranno essere realizzati applicando
la metodologia BIM. A fronte di queste importanti novità le grandi società ed aziende si stanno
mobilitando e stanno investono nella formazione e digitalizzazione. Ad oggi il BIM è ormai una realtà
consolidata in tutta l’Europa, ha come fine l’ottimizzazione della gestione di progetto e realizzazione di
opere edili. In Italia, stiamo osservando una forte accelerazione al suo utilizzo, ma ci sono ancora
diffidenze da parte di aziende che hanno ormai alle spalle molti anni di pratica con il metodo
tradizionale. Le aziende nel settore Architettonico, Elettrico e Costruzioni (AEC) che ancora non hanno
le giuste conoscenze per questa implementazione, devono definire al più presto un piano di
implementazione aziendale del BIM. Il passaggio al BIM non è semplice né rapido ma deve essere
adottato fin dall’ inizio del progetto e l’azienda deve dotarsi di specifici software, BIM e di un chiaro
BIM Execution Plan (BEP) o Piano di Gestione Informativa (PGI). La presente tesi tratta in particolare
di come implementare l’utilizzo del BIM nel campo della progettazione architettonica, ma gran parte di
essa è applicabile a qualsiasi progetto del settore AEC. Tra le principali differenze rispetto alla
progettazione tradizionale vi è il Common Data Environment (CDE) ovvero un luogo di condivisione
dei dati. Si tratta di una piattaforma digitale completamente accessibile e implementabile da parte di tutti
i componenti del team di lavoro di tutti i settori per l’intero ciclo del progetto, qui è possibile caricare i
modelli BIM, scambiarsi documenti ed informazioni e visionare lo stato di avanzamento del modello.
Questa piattaforma è ovviamente uno dei tanti software BIM creati a questo scopo, nel nostro caso
abbiamo usato BIM 360. Il fine ultimo dell’implementazione del BIM è quello di realizzare un modello
informativo federato ovvero un insieme di modelli relativi alle varie discipline (Architettonico,
Strutturale, Impiantistico) che si integrano in un’unica vista per creare un modello completo di tutte le
informazioni riguardanti tutte le discipline. Il modello federato comprende informazioni riguardanti la
geometria della struttura, i materiali, le quantità di tutti gli elementi che lo compongono solo per citarne
alcuni, questo modello una volta ultimato rappresenta il modello digitale completo dell’opera da
realizzare.
Questa tesi si compone di due parti, la prima parte, teorica dove si descrive il BIM in tutte le sue parti
essenziali, la seconda parte pratica, tratta l’implementazione del BIM su un caso studio. La tesi, quindi,
si proporrebbe come una sorta di manuale che mostra i passi da compiere per l’implementazione e
l’utilizzo del BIM negli appalti pubblici, dando come strumento una linea guida operativa al fine di
supportare la transizione digitale degli studi di progettazione e le pubbliche amministrazioni
intenzionate ad adottare il BIM come metodologia di progettazione. È stato preso in esempio il caso
studio dell’ampliamento della residenza per studenti del Campus universitario Humanitas, sito nel
comune di Pieve Emanuele (MI), per il quale la committenza ha richiesto che il progetto fosse portato
avanti utilizzando la metodologia BIM, trattandosi di un progetto pubblico.
Parole chiave: (Common Data Environment, Gestione di Progetto, Modello Federato, Piano di Gestione
Informativa, Progettazione Architettonica)
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ABSTRACT
Since 2019, with the DM560/2017 decree in Italy, the use of BIM has become mandatory for public
contracts for total works above 100 million of euros, but from 2025 all public contracts of any amount
will have to be realised by applying the BIM methodology, which is why large companies and firms are
mobilising and investing in training and digitalisation. Today, BIM is now an established reality
throughout Europe, and its purpose is to optimise the management of project management and
construction works; in Italy it is having a strong acceleration, but there is still mistrust on the part of
companies that have many years of practice with the traditional method. Companies in the AEC sector
that do not yet have the right knowledge for this implementation need to define a company
implementation plan for BIM as soon as possible. The transition to BIM is neither simple nor quick but
must be adopted from the very beginning of the project; the company must equip itself with specific
BIM software and a clear BIM Execution Plan (BEP) or Information Management Plan (IMP). This
thesis deals specifically with the implementation of BIM in the field of architectural design, but much
of it is applicable to any project in the AEC sector. One of the main differences from traditional design
is the Common Data Environment (CDE) or data sharing environment, it is a place on a digital platform
that is fully accessible and implementable by all team members from all sectors for the entire project
cycle, where BIM models can be updated, documents and information can be exchanged and the
progress of the model can be viewed. This platform is obviously one of many BIM software created for
this purpose, in our case we used BIM 360. The ultimate goal of the BIM implementation is to create a
federated information model, i.e. a set of models relating to the various disciplines (Architectural,
Structural, Plant Engineering) that are integrated into a single view to create a complete model of all
information relating to all disciplines. The federated model includes information regarding the geometry
of the structure, the materials, the quantities of all the elements that compose it, to name a few, this
model when completed represents the complete digital model of the work to be realised.
This thesis consists of two parts, the first part, theoretical where it describes BIM in all its essential parts,
the second practical part, deals with the implementation of BIM on a case study. The thesis, therefore,
is intended as a sort of handbook showing the steps to be taken for the implementation and use of BIM
in public procurement, giving as a tool an operational guideline to support the digital transition of design
studios and public administrations that are looking to adopt BIM as a design methodology. The case
study of the extension of the student residence of the Humanitas University Campus, located in the
municipality of Pieve Emanuele (MI), was taken as an example. Being a public project, the client
requested that the project be carried out using BIM methodology.
Keywords: (Architectural Design, BIM Management Plan, Common Data Environment, Federated
Model, Project Management)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The "building process" is an "organised sequence of operational steps leading from the detection of
needs to their fulfilment in terms of building production" (Standard UNI 7867-4)
The building process can refer to new construction or interventions in the built environment, in this
thesis the emphasis is on new construction interventions because this will be the case study.
Therefore, it is necessary to define a structure for effective communication of information between
professionals working in the same field of competence and between workers such as designers,
contractors, producer companies, etc.
There is therefore a need to organise and codify the flow of information that runs through the entire
construction process by a clear, logical, and hierarchical structure based on the use of Information
Technology (IT), which in the construction field, in addition to leading to parametric three-dimensional
modelling of the artefact, must lead to true collaboration between the various professionals involved in
the different process phases.
This should be simplified using BIM, where each professional can enter, extract, update or modify
information to reflect their role within the process.
With BIM we refer first of all to Building Information Modelling understood as a working methodology
based on the collaboration between the various professionals involved in the building process starting
from a shared database, BIM can also be referred to as Building Information Model (BIM) describes not
only the three dimensional model of the artefact but thanks to the database, of parametric objects that
constitute the basis of the model and it can obtain also non-graphical information as the relationship
with other objects, information about the materials, and other data. (Costs, physical-technical or
structural attributes, construction phases, etc.)
Although BIM is being rapidly adopted in the AEC (Architecture, Engineering and Construction) sector
of various countries around the world, it is still a young technology and is only at the beginning of its
use in Facility Management. Even today there are significant limitations especially in Italy related to the
technologies available, particularly regarding historic and existing buildings, such as the lack of exact
data, the difficulty of modelling historic buildings and above all a widespread lack of professionalism
able to use effectively and efficiently the BIM tools.
One of the key advantages due to the integration between BIM and FM is the fact that many typical FM
data can be obtained directly from BIM without having to be re-inserted into an FM system, for this
BIM must be organized in such a way to be supported, exploiting and enhancing this information by
providing the facility manager with an accurate model rich in information relating to all the elements of
the building, appropriately selected, described and represented.
The goal of BIM is not to add more information to the existing system but rather to regularize data
transmission, clarify data properties and simplify access for data modification/validation.
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In this context, BIM (modelling) can represent a great opportunity for the construction industry as it
does not simply constitute a change of tool but requires a change of working methodology based on the
exchange of data.
It must be defined as an intervention strategy based on understanding what leads or may involve the
inclusion of a new working methodology based on an innovative technology within consolidated
processes and consuetude.
The heart of BIM is not the geometric description/representation of the building but above all the
information structure of the data, not just graphics that provide detailed indications of the various
components of the building itself. Each object is characterized by its constituent attributes, and all
objects can be sorted, counted, and queried automatically.
BIM, therefore, represents a technological advancement compared to traditional CAD; however, it must
be used correctly so that it becomes a tool capable of unifying different types of information relating to
a building in a single "portal" (CDE) based on the three-dimensional model
When dealing with new construction, extending BIM for FM means setting BIM from the very
beginning of the building process in such a way as to be able to seamlessly pass organisational
requirements within the model, develop, analyse, and control the model during the design development
phase, deliver an integrated model. it must therefore be ensured that the flow of information from the
design/implementation team to the owner/manager works correctly
All the information that is an important part of the management operations of a building ranging from
the current operation of the spaces (cleaning, whitewashing, etc.) to that of the parts with the highest
technological content (ex.: maintenance of the systems) up to the maintenance of the building and
structural parts must be integrated most appropriately in the as-built BIM.

14
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2. BIM
BIM is an acronym that can stand either for “Building Information Modelling” or “Building Information
Management” In fact, this means more “Building Information modelling” thru project information
management.
These two terms are related to each other, is an entire process of design, construction and operation that
starts from a digital Model and thanks the object-oriented information related to it, helps to manage, and
maintain the entire life-cycle process in the construction (AEC) field.
The most important thing is to understand what is used for and why is so important. BIM is not a tool
only for design or visualization. It is a method that enables the development of a common data model.
All parties involved, including the building designers, the construction companies, the property owners,
and the managers, have access to the model. In simpler words, BIM is a set of Technologies, Digital
Processes and Standardization policies for the digital representation of the built environment.
The Technologies are:
• The digital equivalents of the real-world physical objects
• A digital database (common data environment) of the BIM model elements

2.1.BIM Essentials
There are some aspects of BIM that cannot be taken away from the process, they are essential and
necessary. Is essential for BIM the role of the terminology and taxonomy (Principles of classification),
classified by discipline, facility, phase, technology, and level of detail. just to give some examples. The
role of digitalization is first for communication peer to peer than through the CDE where information
can be uploaded and seen at the same time by many users. The digital representation of the geometry of
the real world, where semantics are added to the geometry with the description of the object (material,
texture, colour, dimension). To digitalize something, first, is needed the idea must be put in a form that
can be read by others
The BIM essentials: Without those 3 types of interactions in the work environment is impossible to use
BIM
•
•
•

Communication (by digitalization) – Network and synchronicity
Collaboration (by software) – Time and Space
Coordination (by CDE) – Teambuilding and concurrency

2.1.1. Communication
Communication issues in the AEC industry are significant because they have a direct impact on work
quality. Can be either communication between colleagues, workers, or customers. BIM software can aid
in the increased transfer of information between parties. Good communication is vital for the teamwork
and all the participants in the project, which can lead to a better result. Now, for example, in most cases,
the customer is not involved in the construction process until the job is finished. He is, however, the one
responsible for accepting the construction works by signing the final acceptance protocol and verifying
that the work was completed in accordance with the contract and variations. BIM process can be used
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to simplify communication and improve information exchange avoiding defects and nonconformity with
various order or original designs can be part of the active participants not only during the construction
phase but also during the transition phase between the final stage of construction works and the initial
stage of facility operation.

2.1.2. Collaboration
BIM requires collaboration because it is a collaborative approach to construction that involves
integrating various disciplines to generate a project in the construction (AEC) field. BIM
implementation is essentially a collaborative working process. As a result, project participants can reap
the greatest benefit from collaborative arrangements, increasing efficiency and effectiveness. The
process enables the project team to work efficiently, especially when identifying potential problems
before beginning construction on-site. As such, it serves as a platform for all stakeholders to share their
knowledge, resources, and information. That is why BIM necessitates collaboration to maximize
stakeholders' return on investment and unleash the utility of BIM implementation.
Effective collaboration among project participants, including customers and owners, is critical to the
success of a BIM project. How participants' BIM acceptance affects the effectiveness of BIM
collaboration. Individual interest in learning BIM and the incentive to use BIM appear to be individual
attitudes and motivations. In terms of attitudes, it has been discovered that trust, along with mutual
respect and common understanding, is the most important determinant in determining the appropriate
team members. The success of the inter-organizational collaboration is also influenced by environmental
factors. But, most of all, a functional platform equipped with appropriate technology is going to make
it easier for professionals to communicate and collaborate.

2.1.3. Coordination
BIM coordination refers to the process of coordinating the various subjects involved in a BIM project
with the goal of optimizing construction or infrastructure work management. One of the primary goals
of BIM coordination is to improve the entire construction supply chain and reduce costs by utilizing
technologies and tools that facilitate coordination among the various operators. A BIM coordination
process is primarily concerned with a BIM model. In general, project teams work on multidisciplinary
models that include various disciplines (Architectural, Structural, MEP, etc.). This makes it easier to
detect potential conflicts and share options in order to avoid problems and unexpected events during
project development. All BIM coordination processes must therefore be supported by a Common Data
Environment software capable of managing BIM models and ensuring the optimization of information
and workflows. Working with BIM coordination tools allows you to manage BIM models more
efficiently and ensures that information and workflows are optimized.

16
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Figure 1 – BIM communication, collaboration, coordination
2.2. BIM Benefits
• Increased productivity related to data mapping.
This means that the investment in data automation can increase data efficiency and accuracy by making
it possible to create thematic mappings that can serve a wider range of management needs
• Optimizing productivity through access to the information
Flow models in management require data that is expensive to produce and maintain. being able to drive
those models and analysis models from the BIM database can lead to significant reductions in labour
costs and improved analytical models
• Improved engineering and operational efficiency
The opportunities to improve the efficiency of maintenance design and management can lead to cost
savings in this category, which can normally be measured in terms of more efficient scheduling
• Elimination of costs due to the absence of shared standard
Where there are non-standardised drawings (paper or CAD files) resulting from historical habits that are
not efficiently organised or from the acquisition of different real estate, the costs due to 'redrawing' and
the management of duplicate drawings can be significant.
To fully understand the real advantages of the BIM methodology, Mac Leamy’s graph is introduced.
It was developed by the architect and shown in 2005 by the American Institute of Architects, he made
the chart with the advantages brought by BIM methodology during a facility life-cycle. This chart shows
how massive the effort on the project in the first phases of the Design, but, later, brings big benefits.
While the traditional method is putting less effort into the first part of the design a bigger effort is needed
in the construction and documentation phase. Is also clear how design changes the influence in terms of
costs, and risks during the different phases of the design
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Figure 2 – Mac Leamy’s graph of BIM Benefits
2.3. BIM maturity
BIM maturity level is associated with the fact that it is not possible to move directly from a traditional
modelling approach toward an open BIM approach. The change must be managed progressively as if
climbing up a stair step by step. To evaluate which wedge level is reached, indicators have been
introduced. These indicators measure four aspects: the content, vitalization, interoperability and
collaboration.

Figure 3 – BIM Maturity Levels
• Unmanaged 2D CAD with paper- or electronic-based data exchange is Level 0.
As a result, this isn't BIM at all; rather, it only employs 2D CAD files to store design and manufacturing
data.
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• Level 1 is the starting point for true BIM and the presentation of design using 3D data.
This level of BIM is also referred to as lonely BIM because the designer is typically working alone at
this point. At this stage, numerous designers may be working independently from one another on their
designs. To comply with BS 1192:2007 (BSI, 2007), the UK's code of practice for the collaborative
production of architectural, engineering, and construction information, designers at this level typically
use managed CAD in 2D or 3D format with a collaborative tool providing a common data environment.
Standard data types and formats are commonly employed, and commercial data management may also
be offered by independent stand-alone finance and cost management solutions that are not incorporated
into the overall BIM model.
• Level 2 is a controlled 3D format with data that is kept in distinct BIM discipline software tools.
The usage of an "as-built data dump" for the employer under a construction contract, for which the
current technique is currently known as COBie UK 2012 (Construction Operations Building Information
Exchange), is an important feature of BIM Level 2.
•

As maturity approaches Level 3, formalizing this information sharing requires the development of
information protocols or the adoption of accepted guidelines by which data will be shared and
parties will work together.
The use of 4D construction sequencing data and/or 5D cost information may be introduced at this level
of BIM.
Given the necessity for information technology (IT), Level 3 will be a fully integrated and collaborative
real-time project model that will be consistent with upcoming Industry Foundation
Classes/buildingSMART Data Dictionary standards. Infrastructure issues, potential legal barriers, and
challenges to software interoperability must all be solved. This level of BIM will make use of 6D project
life-cycle information, other dimensions management information, 4D construction sequencing, 5D cost
information, and 6D project life-cycle information. It will be driven by the creation of standard object
data libraries that will include manufacturer information.
The majority of BIM usage now is at Level 0 or Level 1, but the Italian Government’s BIM Strategy
Paper published in 2019 calls for the construction and civil engineering industries to achieve Level 2
BIM for IT Government projects by 2025.

2.4. BIM Levels
The BIM project goes beyond the standard three-dimensional drawing typical of the CAD approach; a
properly used BIM model can reach many levels of information such as:
2D / 3D: Typical drawing dimensions, it can produce 2D/3D drawings, the strength in those dimensions
is that the software produces those drawings automatically, directly changing in any view when the
operator makes some changes to the model.
•
•
•
•
•

Model walkthroughs
Clash detection
Project visualization
Virtual mock-up models
Prefabrication
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4D: The fourth dimension represents time, which is essential in manager activity in order to create a
time plan, manage all phases, the build site organization, and all activities within the process, as well as
accessibility and avoid overlaps of different activities that could slow down the entire process.
• Construction planning and management.
• Schedule visualisation.
5D: The cost represents the fifth dimension, allowing you to monitor all of the resources required, plan
more precisely than in the traditional way, and interact with the fourth dimension to cross timing and
cost data.
• Quantity take-offs.
• ‘Real-time’ cost estimating
• Whole-life cost and life-cycle cost.
• Whole-life costing.
• Life-cycle cost.
6D: Sustainability: This approach allows for the cross-referencing of all the data in the model, as well
as the use of interoperability tools to perform energy simulations to create different scenarios to arrive
at the best project choice in terms of sustainability.
• Improved space management.
• Streamlined maintenance.
• Efficient use of energy.
• Economical renovations.
• Life-cycle management.
7D: Facility Management: The final dimension, applicable to the facility's entire life cycle, to create
maintenance programs, and to organize all activities related to facility usage.
• Energy
• Life-cycle analysis.

Figure 4 – BIM Levels
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2.5. BIM technologies and functions
BIM technology was created to streamline project-related procedures and tasks. BIM software is
fundamentally a database. The database must be initially filled out and then maintained as the project
moves forward for it to be applied to a procedure.
The following considerations should be kept in mind when choosing BIM software:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simplicity: Make sure the program is simple to understand and operate.
Functionality: Before using a tool, be sure it will match your unique needs and usage by reading
up on it.
Interoperability/collaboration - The tools you use should be able to easily exchange or convert
document formats, thus they should be compatible with other pieces of software.
Offers longevity - Because the technology landscape is evolving so quickly, be sure you have
faith in the vendor's long-term viability.
Support/Training: The tool must have prompt, efficient support, and the vendor must offer the
necessary training (electronic and in-person).
Environment: Make sure the tool will function properly with your hardware, connectivity, and
team members.

BIM Functions:
Upstream Applications:
Concept/Geometry of
•
•
•
•

Architecture
Structural
MEP
Terrain Landscaping

Downstream Applications
•
•
•
•
•

Project Portals
Model Viewer
Checkers/Trimmers
Simulation/Analysis
Facility Management
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Figure 5 – BIM technologies (Software)
2.6. RIBA plan of work, Building lifecycle
There is no formal set process for designing a building in many countries. 'How to do it' is an unwritten
and unrecorded process passed down from one generation of professionals to the next. The core tasks
are broadly the same regardless of where in the world a building is required:
• Schedule meetings with the professional team.
• Create a brief with the client.
• Create concept design options.
• Coordinate the design.
• Prepare a planning application.
• Apply for planning consent.
• Develop a set of construction information.
• Prepare a tender.
• Obtain required consents before construction.
• Award a Building Contract.
• Construct the building.
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•

Inspect the construction as it progresses.

The traditional approach becomes unsustainable as the design process becomes more complex,
influenced by a variety of factors such as new forms of procurement, modern methods of construction,
or new drivers such as sustainability and maintainability. Without a process map, different members of
the project team will have different interpretations of the 'right way to do it,' resulting in an inefficient
project.
Several design processes maps, or work plans, are used around the world to guide clients through the
briefing, design and construction, handover, and beyond. Although each of these work plans is unique,
they all have the same goal: to provide the project team with a road map for promoting consistency from
one stage to the next, as well as to provide crucial guidance to clients embarking on their first and
possibly only building project.
In the United Kingdom, the RIBA Plan of Work was established in 1963 to provide a framework for
architects to use on projects with their clients, bringing greater clarity to the various stages of a project.
It has evolved to reflect changing project approaches, and it has become an industry-wide tool.
The RIBA Plan of Work divides the briefing, design, delivery, maintenance, operation, and use of a
building into eight stages. It is a framework for all disciplines on construction projects and is used as a
guide for preparing detailed professional services and building contracts.

Figure 6 – RIBA plan of work
Another approach is to think of the BIM process/3D model as a "platform," a lifecycle on which other
applications can be developed and used during the phases of planning, design, construction, and facility
operation. The development and implementation of a graphical data management and information flow
system in conjunction with the construction process description.
These additional applications can deal with various types of information and data, and it is clear that the
applications' scope is practically limitless.
Traditional three-dimensional (3D) BIM is being transformed into four-dimensional (4D), fivedimensional (5D), six-dimensional (6D), and, in the future, eight-dimensional (8D) versions based on
the application of PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) to construction.
This makes it seem very arbitrary to coordinate construction sequencing by fusing schedule and model
data and calling it "4D," or to do the same when using the model data to quantify materials and apply
cost information and calling it "5D," as these are only two of the many ways the fundamental 3D
"platform" can be used to enhance all the processes.
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This trend is a logical result of the use of massive amounts of data available in smart 3D building models.
This solution has been named BLM (Building Lifecycle Management) or unified project management

Figure 7 – Building Lifecycle Management
2.7. BIM Standards
At the national and European levels, various initiatives are born to establish a standard for the uniformity
of BIM content.
Why do we need standards in BIM?
The efficiency, precision, and universal knowledge of BIM depend on its adherence to a set of standards
and guidelines. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is a non-profit organisation
that creates and disseminates standards in almost every conceivable field.
ISO BIM Standards life cycle
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Figure 8 – BIM Standard Lifecycle
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Figure 9 – Standard Workflow
Example of Standards:
• BFC
• IFC
• bSDD

2.7.1. IFC
IFC is not a roundtrip model, is a live central model, that has limited parametric, but properties are
always consistent. IFC versions has a nomenclature identifying with the notation 0.0.0.0
“major.minor.addendum.corrigendum”

Figure 10 – IFC version Nomenclature
Major versions consist of scope expansions or deletions and may have changes that break
compatibility.
Minor versions consist of feature extensions, where compatibility is guaranteed for the "core"
schema, but not for other definitions.
Addendums consist of improvements to existing features, where the schema may change but upward
compatibility is guaranteed.
Corrigendum consists of improvements to documentation, where the schema does not change though
deprecation is possible.
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2.7.2. BCF
BCF (BIM Collaboration Format) is a format of collaboration that allows different BIM applications to
communicate model-based problems with one another by leveraging previously shared IFC models
among project collaborators This can be accomplished through file exchange between software
platforms or using a RESTful service that connects the software platforms directly to each other or to a
third-party BCF server that serves as a hub for such communications.
More specifically, BCF transfers XML formatted data from one application to another, which is
contextualized problem information via a direct reference to a model view, acquired via PNG and IFC
coordinates, and elements of a BIM model, as indicated by their IFC GUIDs.
BCF was created to improve IFC-based openBIM processes by using open standards (file formats and
data communication protocols) to more easily identify and exchange model-based problems between
BIM software tools, bypassing proprietary formats and streams of complex work. Numerous use cases
can benefit from BCF-enabled workflows in which information is derived from BIM and linked back to
BIM for specific object information.

2.7.3. bSDD
bSDD buildingSMART DATA DICTIONARY is a service provided by buildingSMART International
that hosts classification and their properties, it does assist users and BIM modellers in finding the
appropriate classification and standards to add to their models are also used by BIM Managers to check
the data for validity. This service other than hosting national classification systems and applicationspecific standards can also be used to store specific company standards.

What bSDD is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is a service for distribution/publication of standards
Can Host multiple standards
Can connect outside
The ownership of standards is split into domains
Extend and re-use standards
Is open for community/country specifics

Is not a
•
•
•
•
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Hosting project data
Hosting manufacturer product data
Not for maintenance of standards
It’s not a standard itself
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2.8. Common Data Environment – CDE
Currently, the design process is very fragmented and relies on a paper-based or digital based for the
exchange of information between the parties involved. Adopting this practice will inevitably result in
errors, longer project timelines, and higher project costs.

Figure 11 – Sharing without BIM
Using BIM technology, all participants in the project process work in tandem, sharing the same
information model. In this manner, information loss is minimized, and the flow of work is slowed.

Figure 12 – Sharing with BIM

Figure 13 – Common Data Environment (CDE)
The common data environment (CDE) is a central repository and an agreed source of information for
any given project or asset where the project information is hosted. The contents of the CDE are not
limited to assets created in a 'BIM environment' and it will therefore include documentation, graphical
model, and non-graphical assets, the CDE is used to collect, manage and disseminate information
through a managed process.
CDE requires:
• Database management capabilities
• Transmittal capabilities
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessibility
Traceability
Wide range of data types
High query flows
Storage and updating over time
Privacy and security guarantee

Information states must be in one of the following categories:
• Work in progress – used to hold unapproved information for each organization for design
development.
• Shared – Contains checked, reviewed and approved information for sharing with others
• Published – “Signed off” by the client or their representative
• Archive – Records progress at each project milestone and all transaction and change orders.

Figure 14 – CDE Workflow
Example of digital platforms:
• BIM Cloud
• BIM 360
• BIM Collab
• Digiplace (Digital platform for construction in Europe. To create a Reference Architecture
Framework (RAF) for the digital industrial platform for the construction sector.
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2.9. Business Process Improvement – BPI
It’s possible to improve a process, by BPR Building Process Reengineering is an approach to
restructuring business processes; redesigning, rethinking and implementing by using process business
modelling tools.
The tools:
• BP Business Process – a collection of activities, and tasks that produce a specific service or product.
• BPMP B. P. Modeling Tools – methodologies and techniques to produce BP
• BPM B. P.Model – Structural representation of BP, diagrams, and description, that defines a
specific flow of activities in a business or organizational unit. There are 2 types of models
• AS-IS (Current)
• TO-BE (New)
• BPR B. P. Reengineering – approach of restructuring business process by systematic review,
redesign and implementation of BP
• BPM; B. P. Management – is a method of efficiently aligning an organization with its needs
TARGETING

EXAMINATION

GAP ANALYSIS

PRIORITIZATION

IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 15 – BPR Radical Figure
BPR main activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify process change
Capture AS-IS process
Identify value and set priorities
Design TO-BE process
Implement and manage the new process

Implementation can be gradual (CPI - Continuous Process Improvement) or radical (BPR - Business
Process Reengineering)
Requirements:
• Strategy
• Strong leadership
• Learning and training
• Communication and Collaboration
• Information and change management
Challenges:
• Standards
• Practical Experience
• Theoretical Knowledge
• ITC literacy and skills

Initiate BI

Plan BI

Execute BI

Control BI

Close-out BI

Figure 16 – BIM Implementation
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3. METHODOLOGY
Figure 17 illustrates the approach being used and explained in the thesis, which covers the phases of
project development and preparation using the BIM methodology (Subject) and the related sub-sections
(Actions). The phases and activities are discussed using a case study in the following chapters.
The objective is to implement the application of the optimization curve to concentrate the majority of
the planning and design effort at the beginning of the process and thus reducing the cost of design
change.
The methodology can be used to organize the approach to a public work with BIM and specifies the
fundamental steps and definitions required to organize the project database and information flows.

Figure 17 – BIM for Public Projects Workflow
The schema above is a workflow of a methodology that can be adopted to implement BIM for public
projects.
The workflow is divided in 5 steps or phases that has a crucial importance in the process, without the
completion of the step before is not possible to go to the step after:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BIM management plan
Urban study
Design phase
Modelling
Construction phase

Each Phase has a main subject that includes some actions, in this workflow the action taken for the case
study are listed. If this process is implemented in a corporation, depending on the BIM level of the
project, additional actions can be incorporated in each step or phase, going into more detail in each
phase.
The representation of the BIM part of Mac Leamy’s graph shows all the benefit in terms of effort, time
and cost saving, during the entire project.
The first phase is about the execution of the BIM management plan which specifies who will do what,
when, how, and why in order to meet the project's goals for BIM-based project delivery. The BIM
Management Plan is typically produced after project contributors have been formally appointed under
most current procurement techniques.
Second phase is a phase that any architectural project must face during the first part of the work, is about
the study of the project location and the surroundings including facilities and services.
The last three phases are about the practical part of BIM methodology, is in this phases that the software
has been used, first to identify the location point in a shared environment, then to create models of the
building (Architectural, Structural, MEP) and lastly to extract quantities, costs and information from the
model.
The last part is about firefighting security plan that has been faced and Construction safety management
that in this case study has not been faced because this phase (definitive phase) was not requiring it, the
phase that requires it is the phase after, the executive phase, where the security plan deals and verifies
the security of the workers on the construction site.
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4. CASE STUDY – INTRODUCTION
The Italian Ministry of Infrastructures' Decree No. 560/2017, Made in December 2017, recently updated
with No. 312/2021, established the timeline for the mandatory implementation of BIM in public
procurement in Italy, starting in 2019 for projects above 100 million. This marks the first of a series of
several deadlines, ending with full implementation by 2025 when BIM will become mandatory for all
public procurement projects.

Figure 18 – BIM certifications in Italy
It will have a progressive introduction (DM 560/2017)
• From 2019 for projects above 100 million
• From 2020 for projects above 50 million
• From 2021 for projects above 15 million
• From 2022 for projects above 5.2 million
• From 2023 for projects above 1 million
• From 2025 for all the public procurement projects.

Figure 19 – Government initiatives for BIM
Specific and explicit initiatives from the government for BIM implementation/adoption
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Table 1 – Growth of BIM Users (2020)
NUMBER OF USERS

IMPORT IN €

2017

2018

2017

2018

January

4

7

2.043

5.015

February

5

15

2.154

2.894

March

4

20

0.917

4.980

April

4

10

2.139

4.070

May

8

10

1.192

4.509

June

2

40

0.533

45.618

July

7

14

1.675

6.293

August

6

17

11.226

9.525

September

8

10

1.496

17.873

October

15

14

2.710

24.383

November

19

19

6.836

26.630

December

17

115

2.780

94.644

Total

99

291

35.699

246.435

From the table figure, it looks like the public sector already adopted the use of BIM even before the
dates scheduled by the Italian Ministry the public administration acknowledges the advantage of BIM
and its contribution to the growth of the construction sector.
Although Italy has not been at the forefront of European BIM adoption, if we look at the number of
Italian users, we see significant growth in 2018. Italian manufacturers who have already begun BIM
implementation in their organizations have learned from the challenges of (competing) early adopters
and are capitalizing on this, especially in cities in the northern regions of Italy, like Milano, firms are
already operating at a high BIM maturity level like advanced BIM countries. Manufacturers can benefit
from the most recent and innovative BIM solutions on the market, which go far beyond traditional
content creation. All the AEC industry will undoubtedly benefit from these solutions in their daily
workflows, and manufacturers are increasingly taking this into account when developing their BIM
strategy. In addition, an Italian standard, UNI 11337, is being developed (Normativa UNI 11337). Parts
of this standard have already been published, including guidelines and a framework for managing digital
information processes.
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Figure 20 – Adoption of BIM (2019)
The map above is the attempt to depict the level of BIM maturity across European countries. Not
surprisingly, western/northern countries appear to be BIM leaders, while southern and eastern countries
(except for outliers Russia and Turkey) appear to be slower to adopt BIM.
Internationally oriented Italian manufacturers have been using BIM as part of their strategy for quite
some time so far. Manufacturers doing business in countries such as Denmark, the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom, have already embraced BIM to meet the demand for BIM content. Whoever wants to
be a part of large international projects cannot afford to be left behind.
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5. RESULTS
This chapter describes the application of the workflow in practical on the case study.
1. BIM Management plan
2. Urban Study, Design phase & Modelling
3. Construction phase

5.1. PHASE 1 BIM MANAGEMENT PLAN – BMP
Facility and Data management with the use of BIM
The challenge for facility management today is to ensure the uniqueness of data in the updated form and
to be able to query, analyse, and process this information in a comprehensive manner, even for several
buildings at once, according to different logic among them such as geographic or typological or
according to intended use or age of construction. This is impossible if, as is in most cases, individual
building data are managed within spreadsheets, project reports, or floor plans (paper or digital) without
an organized information management system.
Only through the integrated use of data is it possible to correctly structure the flow of information so
that they are introduced only once within the process and possibly implemented over time. In Italy the
management phase is configured as a terminal of the building process, considering it separate from the
previous phases of the building's conception, design, and construction.
A specific data collection and/or a census of existing information are often required for a correct
definition of the technical data. This activity requires the verification of all the elements, both through
the existing documentation and through the survey, being very burdensome both in terms of time and
money.
In this context, the concept of BIM, through the creation of three-dimensional parametric models,
represents a valid tool to ensure the control and interoperability of data in an intelligent way between
the different software involved in the construction process.
Currently, BIM is mainly used for the design and construction phase of the project, but the real
potentiality is to structure a real information model representative of the building, not only in terms of
graphics but accompanied by all the supporting information that forms the basis for management.
It is, therefore, necessary to introduce some parameters referring to maintenance procedures already in
the early stages of development, evaluating this activity as an opportunity to improve and optimize the
process, to pursue a more organic transmission of information. The communication project between the
subjects of the construction supply chain is certainly one of the most critical factors, but at the same
time of fundamental importance to guarantee competitiveness in terms of efficiency, with consequent
reduction of times and costs and effectiveness due to the acquisition and implementation of metadata
characterizing the building.
“BEGIN WITH THE END IN MIND”
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The BIM process is driven by the needs of the customer who owns the facility, and ultimately the real
benefit of BIM lies in the operational phase of the facility.
Piano di Gestione Informativa (PGI) à BIM Management Plan (BMP)
Is a formal document that defines how a project will be executed, monitored, and controlled by BIM.
One of its main purposes is to make clear what members of the project team can expect from each other
who is meant to do what, how, and when.
To create a BMP is important to define:
• WHO – Roles and Responsibilities
• WHAT – Project Info
• WHY – BIM Uses/BIM goals
• WHEN – Milestones/Deadlines/Agreed dates
• WHICH – Information required
• HOW – Classification
• WHERE – Where the information is exchanged/stored

5.1.1. Roles and Responsibilities
BIM Specialist
A person with technical capabilities can use the documentation and dedicated software for the modelling
of objects and the production of documents.in charge of modelling BIM projects and BIM families with
all the necessary information, and in charge of exporting drawings, tables and quantities.
Main competencies for BIM specialists:
• Individual effort
• Ability to build a model
• Ability to use software
• Estimating
• Knowledge of scripting
• Knowledge of programming
• Rendering for marketing
• Solving problems and gaining knowledge
BIM Coordinator
A person or organization in charge of organizing cross-disciplinary modelling efforts both internally
and outside.
Main competencies for BIM coordinator:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Providing training
Developing, implementing, and maintaining the BIM protocol.
Determining the impact on the BIM coordination program of errors in information transmission
and use during the BIM process
Organizing BIM coordination workshops and reporting on progress at project design team meetings
Keeping track of BIM models and their status - keeping track of element ownership transfers (e.g.,
elements of the design work transferring from the architect to the structural engineer, or vice-versa)
Establishing quality control procedures to ensure that all models are accurate and have the
appropriate level of detail
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•
•
•
•

Using clash detection software, identifying and documenting clashes between different discipline
models
Ensuring that each organization has published a model version for each significant milestone stage
identified in the BIM coordination program.
Managing the agreed-upon model and document sharing/publication system
Coordinating the model and data handover at the agreed-upon milestones in the BIM coordination
program.

BIM Manager
A person in charge of staffing, professional development, project acquisition, planning, and execution,
as well as strategies for the advantages of BIM, standardization, and competence in information
management and BIM technologies (core, API, scripting).
Main competencies for BIM manager:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Control the quality of the model
Standards compliance checking
Project control (budget and cost)
Project control (Scheduling and time)
Collection of Project lifecycle data
Manage information exchange
Team building – Leadership
Pre-construction issues resolution

How to give Roles and Responsibilities

Figure 21 – Role giving workflow
Collaboration types:
• Independent collaborator (to process inputs for collaboration)
• Dependent collaborator (only consumes information)
• Inter-dependent collaborator (obtains and provides information with the collaboration)
• Invisible collaborator (Exchange information only internally)
Process of Collaboration

Initiate Collab.

Select candidates
for collab.

Form collab.

Norm to perform
collab.

Close collab.

Figure 22 – Collaboration process
Technologies for Collaboration
• Trimble
• Graphisoft
• Autodesk BIM 360
• Bentley – project-wise integration with MS365
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Figure 23 – BIM Functions according to the process and role
5.1.1.1.BIM Project roles
Two studios were collaborating for the BIM part of the project, COPRAT and DBA Group
COPRAT had the Architectural BIM Project and DBA GROUP had the Structural and MEP part of the
project.

Table 2 – Roles given for the project
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ROLE

ACR

Contact Comm.

HUM

PM Commessa

PM

(P) Designer ARC

PAR

(P) Designer STR

PST

(P) Designer ITM

PIM

(P) Designer IES

PIE

(P) Designer SIC

PSI

BIM Manager DBA

BIMM

BIM Coordinator DBA

BIMC

BIM Manager Coprat

BIMM

BIM Specialist ARC

BSA

BIM Specialist STR

BSS

BIM Specialist IES

BSE

BIM Specialist ITM

BSM
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5.1.2. Project Description
Client

HUMANITAS

Address

Via Rita Levi
Montalcini, Pieve
Emanuele 20090
(MI)

Short description of
the project

The project consists
of the construction
of a new university
student residence
inside the
Humanitas
University campus

The intervention area is the university complex "Humanitas University Campus" in the municipality of
Pieve Emanuele. The goal of the project is to construct a new Humanitas building to connect with the
other two different multi-story reception buildings.

5.1.3. BIM Uses and Goals

Figure 24 – BIM Maturity levels compared
According to the standard UNI 11337-1:2017 – clause §3.3 the maturity level of the process will be
Level 2: Elementary:
“Per gli ambiti disciplinari ambientale e tecnico il trasferimento di contenuti informativi avviene
prevalentemente attraverso modelli informativi grafici. Eventualmente accompagnati da elaborati informativi
grafici digitali per specifiche necessità di dettaglio. Per tutti gli ambiti disciplinari (ambientale, tecnico,
economico, giuridico, ecc.) il trasferimento degli ulteriori contenuti informativi (non trasferibili attraverso i
suddetti modelli grafici) avviene attraverso elaborati informativi digitali (documentali, multimediali).
La prevalenza contrattuale è relativa al supporto cartaceo del contenuto informativo degli elaborati,
accompagnato dal supporto digitale con riferimento al modello grafico. Alcuni elaborati documentali possono
trarre direttamente dati ed informazioni, utili al loro contenuto informativo, dai modelli grafici (ambientali e
tecnici).”

With reference to UNI 11337, the phase of the information process of the constructions object of this
identified Information Management plan is:
•
•

Authorization Phase
Technological Phase
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Below is the reference scheme of the process according to UNI 11337-1: 2017 and the relative
framework of the project phases:

Figure 25 – BIM process and project phase
The Information Models can be used for the subsequent phases of the tender or for the construction,
testing, as built and subsequently AIM phases.
Models can be applied and used in a variety of ways, including assisting in the identification of
Information Requirements in the project protocol, as well as facilitating the organization and
development of the project deliverables list.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Identification of the works to be performed by the criteria of the constraints of the addresses and
indications established by the Client.
Determination of the work to be done, its cost, and completion date
Definition level such that each element of the final project is identified in terms of form, type,
quality, and size.
Availability of trustworthy and useful information for subsequent phases
Coordination of multidisciplinary planning (architecture, structure, systems, safety).
Construction site feasibility and work construction
Gather all digital / IT documentation to instruct the subsequent phases.
Provide a foundation that includes the bare minimum of data and information required to ensure
proper setting and management of the work's subsequent construction phases.
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Figure 26 – BIM Uses by BIMe Initiative
Regarding the project, the strategic objectives are reported below:
Capturing And Representing
•
•
•

2020 - 3D Detailing
2080 - Surveying
2090 - Visual Communication

Planning And Designing
•
•

3020 - Construction Planning
3040 - Design Authoring

Simulating And Quantifying
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4010 - Accessibility Analysis
4070 - Cost Estimation
4120 - Light Analysis
4130 - Quantity Take-off
4170 - Security Analysis
4190 - Solar Analysis
4210 - Structural Analysis
4230 - Thermal Analysis
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5.1.4. BIM Maturity Index
BIMMI defines five Maturity Levels: (a) Initial/Ad-hoc, (b) Defined, (c) Managed, (d) Integrated, and
(e) Optimized.
In general, moving from lower to higher levels of BIM Maturity indicates
•
•
•

better control by minimizing variations between targets and actual results,
better predictability and forecasting by lowering variability in competency, performance, and
costs
greater effectiveness in meeting defined goals and setting new, more ambitious ones.

Figure 27 – Maturity levels of companies in technological process
Part of the BIM maturity assessment is made for the logistics, which was made by the employer’s
company at the initial stage of the project.

Table 3 – details of the typological hardware infrastructure
TIPOLOGY

Workstation
Portable

TECHNICAL
CARACTERISTICS

PERFORMANCE VALUE

Data processor

Intel® Core(TM) i7 - CPU @ 2.70GHz

RAM

RAM 16 GB DDR4

HD - Tipology

1 tb SSD

Graphics card

Graphics card NVIDIA QUADRO P 1100M

RAM Video dedicated

2 gb

Data visualization
(Monitor)

Monitor Generic 15,6 inches integrated o
external
SSD on workstation

Backup unit

Storage memory

Server Cloud (ACDat) – Server
\\Dbaacdat1tv\BIM

CDE BIM360 Cloud
Data trasmission
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Network

Network card Intel *Ethernet
Connection I217- LM 1 Gbps
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5.1.5. Coordination Process
The exchange of disciplinary models will take place based on coordination meetings established in
anticipation of the delivery/progress steps according to the following scheme

Table 4 – Coordination date
SHARING OF DISCIPLINARY MODELS
Information coordination meeting

Weekly

During the coordination meetings, verification at the Levels of Coordination (LC1 and LC2) level will
be performed following the contents of this PGI, also an analysis of the multidisciplinary clash detection
and relative resolution will be performed. In this regard, the updated disciplinary models on the ACDat
must be made available by 6 p.m. the day before the coordination meeting (the manager of the
disciplinary model production will notify the team that the updated model has been uploaded).
Alternatively, the verification will be performed by locating the most recent file available on BIM360.
The file exchange/consultation will take place every Friday.
For this project, the delivery date will be 06.05.2022
The coordination process must take place on a periodical interval, weekly so that all the appointed parties
must reach some sort of agreement in terms of the model interferences and have a clear vision about the
future development of the project milestones.

Figure 28 – Coordination Process schema
The coordination of the models will take place according to the provisions of UNI 11337-5: 2017, or
according to the coordination levels indicated below:
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•

LC1: Coordination level 1 is the level of coordination and internal verification of the individual
disciplines.
LC2: Second level, or interdisciplinary, coordination between several single models aggregated in
a coordination file
LC3: Third level control, i.e. the control and resolution of interference and inconsistencies between
data/information/information content generated by graphic models and data/information/content
not generated by graphic models (documents and documents not directly linked or extracted from
the models)

•
•

Then, concerning interdisciplinary physical interference, LC2 verifications can be initiated. Interference
will be verified in the various disciplines' information models as follows:
•

Visual: macro interferences are detected using simple model navigation or without the need for
automatic search with the use of specific software.
Automatic: the search for interferences is carried out automatically with the use of dedicated
support software (Navisworks). Except for specific job order requirements, where Soft Clash
verification will be used, the verified type of clash will be Hard Clash.

•

Table 5 – Clash matrix
Field

ARC

Typology of
Coordination

ARC

Object (LC1)

X

Model (LC2)
Deliverables (LC3)

Model (LC2)

IES

ITM

X

X

X

X

X

X

Object (LC1)
STR

STR

X
X

Deliverables (LC3)

X

Object (LC1)
IES

Model (LC2)

X
X

X

X

Deliverables (LC3)

X
X

Object (LC1)
ITM

Model (LC2)

X

X

X
X

Deliverables (LC3)
LEGEND PRIORITIES
LC1
severe

LC2

medium

LC3

low

The physical interference tests will be of two types:
•
•
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LC1: Tolerance 50mm
LC2-LC3: Tolerance 10mm
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Each verification phase will be followed by an internal meeting of the design team (after the report is
extracted automatically by Navisworks according to the settings) with the assignment of interference
resolutions attached to the internal verification report with relative resolution timing.
According to the classification and the reports that will be extracted from Navisworks, the results will
be shared, and the clashes and issues managed through the:
•
•
•

DBA server for internal team management.
SharePoint job order portal.
ACDat on the BIM360 platform.

5.1.6. Information Required
To avoid problems related to information modelling (for objects) that affect the design, some indications
or rules are reported in this paragraph to support the modelling and set of objects within the individual
disciplinary models, which all teams and the individual BIM Specialists will have to follow. By
following the instructions below, you can avoid additional checks on the models and problems when
exporting objects, especially in the IFC format. These procedures also make it possible to ensure the
containment of the size of native files or to detect object elements within the models to which it is not
possible to trace a specific classification, thus making it difficult to find in the project BIM workflow.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Each disciplinary model should draw up an abacus describing each family and each type of family
inserted in the model (especially for doors and windows), this constitutes a second check for
rationalizing the number of types of modelled elements.
The spatial location of the objects must be anchored to the correct levels by specifying, where
possible, tax, base, and top quotas, or proceed with insertion as in the previous paragraphs.
About both horizontal and vertical plant passages (shafts), where present, it is necessary to insert
volumes or “empty” parametric families to identify their correct sizing.
“In place” modelling to be avoided.
“Generic model” modelling category to avoid. Specific cases can be analysed individually with the
BIM Coordinator.
The modelled objects, especially the “loadable families” must be associated with the correct Revit
categories, to guarantee the correct IFC export and management of the shared parameters.
Foundation curbs, better if modelled with the "beams/beam" category.
Floor category (Floor): it is advisable during the modelling phase to create separate elements and
avoid, (for example for floor openings) using the "modify profile" command but by creating new
floor instances, as during the export phase the format IFC does not recognize the geometries of the
entire element subdivided through "contour modification”.
The floor control must be used to create each horizontal closing element (including roofs / ifcroofs);
False ceilings: they must be associated with the reference level with relative parametric offset.
DWG file: in case of need for use within the .dwg file templates, it is preferable to opt for the link
function and not import.
Project lines: avoid as much as possible the use of detail lines both in modelling and in setting up
the tables.
About texts it is preferable to use parametric labels and not texts.
Model synchronization: proceed from the model start-up screen, with windows/views closed to
reduce processing times.
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5.1.7

Classification, Naming Convention, File Formats

The scheme used for the project concerns the property sets (pset) for IFC categories associated with the
modelled elements. Below is the list of objects for IFC classification

5.1.7.1.Classification of the elements
Table 6 – Classification of the elements
ELEMENT TYPOLOGY
FORMAT OWNER (revit category)

CLASS IFC
(buildingsmart.org
)

Muri

ifcwall

Finestre

ifcwindow

Pavimenti

ifcfloor

Porte

ifcdoor

Pilastri

ifccolumn

Fondazioni

Ifcbuildingelement

Scale

ifcstair

Travi

ifcbeam

Passerelle

ifccabletray

Corpi illuminanti

ifclightype

Attrezzatura meccanica

ifcmechanicalequipe
ment

Tubazioni

ifcpipe

SET PROPRIETY’ (pset)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)
Geometry, material, Phase, discipline, area,
classification (MASTERFORMAT)

For the project phases, being new construction, they will follow the following approach:
•
•

As-is: All the pre-existing elements derived from the on-site surveys must be set in this phase
To-be: All newly built elements will need to be set to this phase

5.1.7.2.Naming convention:
The classification and nomenclature of files and model objects aid in the coordination and use of
information models under the previously defined BIM Uses.
About the information models, here is the classification identified for the nomenclature of the files to
deliver.
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Table 7 – Documents Naming convention
#02

#03

#04

#05

#06

#07

#08

ID PROJ.

DEVELOP.

PHASE

AREA

FILE TYPO

DISCIPLIN

NUMBER

VERSION

alphanum.
max 10
characters

alphanum.
max 03
characters

alphanum.
max 03
characters

alphanum.
max 03
characters

alphanum.
max 03
characters

alphabetical.
max 03
characters

number max
04 characters

alphanum.
max 03
characters

#01

File code: [identification project]_[developer]_[design phase]_[area]_[type file]_[field]_[number]_[revision]
Example: 21071001_DBA_PE0_ZZZ_M3D_ARC_0001_R00.rvt
About the nomenclature of architectural families, the nomenclature will be adopted according to the
objects already present in the AS-IS model by convention.
About the nomenclature of the families, both loadable and non-loadable, the following coding system
will be used;

Table 8 – Families Naming convention
WALLS

WINDOWS

#01

#02

#03

#04

CATEGORY

SUBCATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

DIMENSION

Mc/

Progressive number

Description

Thickness

#01

#02

#03

#04

CATEGORY

SUBCATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

DIMENSION

Fi

A (shutter single)
B (hinged door)
F (fixed)
E (external opening)
G (angular)

MP

FLOORS

Typology shutter
Number of shutter
d (wright opening)
s (left opening)
description

Dimension

#01

#02

#03

#04

CATEGORY

SUBCATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

DIMENSION

S

Progressive number

Description

Thickness

#01

#02

#03

CATEGORY

SUBCATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Po

A
B
C
D… (progressive)

Typology door

DOORS

Progressive number d
(wright opening)
s (left opening)
d (wright opening)

FC301

s (left opening)

CEILING

#01

#02

#03

CATEGORY

SUBCATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Co

Progressive number

Description material
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5.1.7.3.File Formats
The delivery of the documents for the phases of the design (final) will take place according to the formats
indicated in the paragraph concerning the interchange formats.
Delivery to the Client will take place:
•
•
•

in .pdf format (all graphic tables and documents)
in .dwg format (all drawings and diagrams)
in IFC 2x3 format if required

The delivery of the native formats of the authoring (.rvt) is not foreseen.
Graphic designs for all phases of development shall be extracted from the information models. The
elaborates will be contained within the natio disciplinary file.
The main purpose of extracting graphic data is to verify and coordinate all design phases. The elaborates
will be extracted in .pdf and .dwg (2013) format. Based on these extractions, design (final) drawings
will be prepared that will automatically derive from the model up to scale 1:50 and can then be
supplemented with 2D detail drawings at larger scales.
For the detail drawings, it is preferable to draw directly in the authoring software (Revit) rather than
using linked or imported .dwg files. The dwg files that will be extracted from the native model cannot
be used to print new pdf, the workflow for extracting graphic drawings (except for diagrams and
schematics) should always involve going through the authoring software.
The project title block will be unique for all disciplines with management of the same shared parameters.
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Figure 29 – Project’s Title block
5.1.8.

Application Used

Since I was working on the ARCHITECTURAL MODEL here will explain the software I had to use
extensively during the project development.

5.1.8.1.Autodesk Revit
Revit is a CAD and BIM software for windows that helps the architecture, engineering, and construction
(AEC) team design high-quality buildings and infrastructure with elements of parametric modelling and
drawing. Revit allows also you to simplify your documentation work, with instant reviews of plans,
elevations, schedules, and sections as projects change Empower multidisciplinary teams with
specialized toolsets and a unified project environment
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Figure 30 – Revit Elements hierarchy

Figure 31 – Revit Elements hierarchy – Object example
First, it’s crucial to understand the Revit element hierarchy. When it comes to Revit families, there are
4 main elements within the pyramid:
• Category: this is located at the top of the hierarchy within the Revit families.
Categories control the organisation, visibility, graphical representation, and scheduling options of a
particular set of families within the project, examples of categories, are doors, windows, columns, ducts,
etc.
• Family: this is the next element in the hierarchy. Each category typically contains several families.
Families are the key building blocks of every BIM project in Revit. They include 2D and/or 3D
information which represents a specific building or documentation element within the project. Examples
of families; are ‘single flush door’, ‘single window’ or ‘rectangular duct’.
• Type: this is the next element of sub-division under families.
A type is a specific element within a family which has distinct parametric, graphical and documentation
characteristics. This makes it unique from other types within the same family. For example, under the
family ‘single flush door’ we could have ‘800×2100 single flush door’ and ‘1000×2300 single flush
door’. In many cases, types represent different sizes of the same family.
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• Instances: these represent the bottom of the hierarchy.
They are the individual representation of a type within the project. Unique parametric, graphical and
documentation characteristics make an instance different from any other instances of the same type. For
example, each single flush door that we can see in the 3D model is an instance.

5.1.8.2.Autodesk AutoCAD
AutoCAD is a computer-aided technical drawing program, based on two- and three-dimensional
drawings that were used extensively by AEC before the introduction of BIM programs. Even though
AutoCAD is not one of the programs used for BIM, there are different reasons to use it during the project
development.
•
•

Because not everybody is able yet to use BIM Software
Because some features cannot be represented in Revit but only in CAD.

Figure 32 – Coordination between BIM Software and CAD
5.1.8.3.Autodesk BIM 360
Autodesk BIM 360 is a cloud-based construction management platform that improves project delivery
and outcomes. BIM 360 supports informed decision-making throughout the project lifecycle for project,
design, and construction teams. BIM 360 connects the teams and data in real-time, empowering project
members to anticipate, optimize, and manage all aspects of project performance.

5.1.9. BIM Project applications
Details of the software equipment used by the project team. The authoring software used by the project
team is Autodesk Revit 2022, English language
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Table 9 – List of the Software used

FIELD

GOALS

SOFTWARE

VERS.

FORMAT
NATIVE

Modelling BIM ARC

Revit

2022

Modelling BIM STR

Revit

2022

Modelling BIM MEP

Revit

2022

Revit

2022

.rvt

.IFC 2x3 - .IFC 4

MS Excel (con
QTO da Revit)

2016

.xlsx

.IFC 2x3 - .IFC 4, .xml, .csv,
.txt,

IFC Primus

BIM2019

.dcf

.IFC 2x3 - .IFC 4

Quantity Take Off (5D)

Multidisciplinary Design
(ARC, STR, MEP) definitive - executive

BIM USE
INTEERSCAMBIO
.IFC 2x3 - .IFC 4

.rvt

.IFC 2x3 - .IFC 4
.IFC 2x3 - .IFC 4

2020, 2080,
2090, 3020,
3040, 4010,
4120, 4130,
4170, 4190,
4210, 4230

4070, 4130

2020, 2080,
2090, 3020,
4010, 4130,
4170, 4190,
4210, 4210,
4230
2020, 2080,
2090, 3020,
4010, 4130,
4170, 4190,
4210, 4210,
4230

Generation of graphic designs

Revit
Autocad

2022
2021

.rvt
.dwg

.dwg/.pdf
.dxf, .dwg

Drawing production 2D

Revit
Autocad

2022
2021

.rvt
.dwg

.dwg/.pdf
.dxf, .dwg

Clash Detection

Navisworks

2022

.nwf

4040

Elaboration of documents

MS Office

2016

-

.txt, .csv, .rtf, xlsx

2020, 2080,
2090, 3020,
3040, 4010,
4120, 4130,
4170, 4190,
4210, 4230

Elaboration of images

paint.net

2019

-

.jpg, .png, .tiff

2090

BIM 360- BIM
Collaborate
PRO

Cloud

-

-

-

-

.mp4

2090

Project coordination (clash,
issue management, document
archiving and models )
-CDE
Elaboration of video

Enscape

2019

Structural inspections

SAP 2000

20

IFC 2x3

Lighting verifications

Dialux

4.14

IFC 2x3

Verification of Mechanical
Installations

Edilclima

EC770

IFC 2x3

Rendering

3Ds Studio
Max

2019

.3ds

.jpg, .png, .tiff

Regarding the paper prevalence, for the phases subject to design (definitive) the extraction of data and
elaborates will be done directly from the disciplinary information models:
•
•

Graphic elaborates in open .pdf format directly extracted from .rvt files, or alternatively .pdf
extracted from specific simulation software (structural, plant engineering, etc.);
Documentary elaborates in open .pdf format derived from .xlsx or .docx files

5.1.10. Organization, Archiving and Condivision (CDE)
It is critical for your team and partners to be able to find and access the content. It starts with a wellstructured folder structure, if possible, especially in this last year when working remotely was required
in an iCloud platform. In this case study, the studio's folder organization was quite simple and
understandable; of course, it was on a shared iCloud folder, and for each project there was:
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•

Archiviation number that was referring to the year and ascending project order numbers.

•
•
•

All the keywords regarding general information and information exchange about the project
Field of the design (ARC, MEC, STR…)
Design Phase

In this was quite simple to archive, find and exchange for the project team, any information during the
design phase regarding the project itself.

Figure 33 – Folder organization
In the field of public works, the design phase, i.e., the phase in which the characteristics and content of
the work are identified, is divided into three levels of successive technical insights:
1. Preliminary design
2. Final project
3. Executive project
In this study case, my role was concerning the architectural design final phase, which comes before the
executive phase. One of the strategies to ensure the design is satisfying user goals is creating a List of
Deliverables as one of the first steps, where is clear which documents will be delivered on the deadline
in this way, will be the easier and faster organization of the time available. Having such deliverables
allows you to manage a project effectively. You define specific project deliverables and assign them to
members of your team. They will work independently on their parts, and as more deliverables are
completed, the project will move closer to its overall goal and deadline. One thing to keep in mind is
that deliverables are interdependent. The final civil and architectural design solutions should be clearly
identified in the delivered design documents. All major design features and components should be
documented and included in the updated cost estimate and compounded with AFC (Approved for
Construction). Following the owner's approval of the Design Development Package, the design team
will begin the executive construction design details. Except for construction details or code
requirements, the approved Design Development Package constitutes a complete concept, and no further
changes to the plans, elevations, or building systems will be permitted.
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Figure 34 – List of Deliverables
In terms of information model sharing, a BIM360-based ACDat platform is set up for external document
sharing

Figure 35 – Common Data Environment overview
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The following diagram expresses the flow of work from the discipline models to BIM coordination
through model and code checking activities until the Client approves the design.
When you create an information container, it starts out in the Work In Progress state (WIP). Once the
first draft of the structural design is completed, the native file moves from WIP to Shared Area.
Following the coordination, the model is likely to require adjustments. In this case, the model returns to
a work-in-progress state to implement such changes. As a result, the information container can cycle
from WIP to Shared and back to WIP as many times as needed.
When the design is complete, it can be moved from Shared to Published area so that the client can
provide feedback and approve. The model then returns to WIP to incorporate the client's feedback. Once
everyone is satisfied with the information, the container can be available to other stakeholders, such as
contractors or the public. During this CDE workflow, new revisions of information containers are
created, and old ones are continuously archived so that they can be accessed if needed.

Figure 36 – Workflow information coordination process
The organization of information models will be divided by discipline to ensure that the people in charge
of modelling each discipline retain ownership and responsibility for their models. In addition, a federated
(coordination) model will be established, into which all discipline models will be integrated. The
federated model will serve as the foundation for the project's master plan and general area subdivisions.
Following that, the structure of the discipline models and their coordination is presented:
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Figure 37 – Structure and connection of coordination and disciplinary models
5.1.11. Work sets
The first thing to say about using worksets in Revit is that you need one local network as the “Central
file”, which will allow the sharing of the work and therefore a frequent updating of the file, it will be
located somewhere on the network accessible to all members of the design team. The copy of the Central
file, owned on their PC by each team member, is referred to as "Local File" and is right on of it that each
user will only have to work and possibly create a new one at the beginning of each work session to be
sure of always working on a file updated. To make work sharing possible, each user must be registered
using a username and when first opening a local copy, Revit asks us if consider it as a local copy or as
a new control unit: the file was first saved it will always be considered as local. All changes to the control
unit will come temporarily blocked, to avoid damage and incompatibility with team members' design,
in the event of a non-release of the elements on loan or in ownership from a colleague: in this case, a
message will appear showing the username of those who have not released the elements. The changes
are published when the local file is saved simultaneously on the Central file. Revit can avoid all kinds
of conflicts thanks to the system of permits that is established with the sharing of work.
Worksets are collections of model objects, therefore instances of walls, floors, floors reference,
windows, grids, etc. which are very useful in the presence of large project dimensions to be able to
divide them into smaller and larger parts controllable. The use of worksets is also necessary when the
design is pushed into more detail or when a certain number of papers are being produced by executives
that can hardly be managed by a single person.
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Figure 38 – Typical teamwork setup for work-sharing
When the project, therefore, begins to take on the architectural characteristics that make it possible a
schematization then it is possible to introduce the worksets. In this study case, we have four types of
worksets.
1. Serial Number

2. Discipline

3. Category

4. Categoria

Figure 39 – Worksets composition
•

00_LEV_shared_views/Levels/Grids: livelli e griglie di progetto.

•
•
•
•

01_ARC_architectural: elementi architettonici
02_STR_concrete: elementi strutturali in cemento armato.
03_MEC_cooling: elementi impianto raffreddamento.
04_ELE_equipment_E: elementi attrezzatura elettrica.

•
•
•

05_FIR_detection: elementi impianti di rilevazione antincendio.
06_ISP_equipment: componenti impianti speciali (centrali, ecc...).
07_SIC: elementi per la sicurezza – PSC

Of the 4 types of Worksets mentioned above, only the first is created directly by the user while the others
are handled automatically by Revit. It encompasses the elements that have the same functions, for
example, the external arrangements, the closure of a building, the partitions of a certain floor etc.
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5.2.

PHASE 2 – DESIGN PHASE

5.2.1. Location
The project intervention concerns an area located in the Municipality of Pieve Emanuele, within the
Campus of Humanitas University, adjacent to the Humanitas hospital and immersed in the greenery of
South Milan Park, which covers a total area of about 20,000 square meters. In direct contact with the
health facilities, there are large and modern spaces for teaching the degree course in Medicine and
Surgery.
Inside the Campus, there is already the Mario Luzzatto Student House residence.
The residence already has 240 beds, divided into mini apartments, in both single and double rooms.
Students also have access to numerous common areas such as study rooms, sports and recreational areas,
terraces, a library, a cafeteria, etc. High value-added services such as training courses and entertainment
events are also available to students, able to accompany and support university students during the study
period.
The area is therefore already intended for a university structure, clearly delimited, and identified at the
urban level with this intended use.

Figure 40 – Existing Humanitas University and Campus
The project is an extension of the university residence existing "Dorms Mario Luzzatto" located inside
the Humanitas University Campus
It is a project using BIM methodology, which was required by Art. 6, paragraph 10 letter A
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For the development phase of the executive project and the construction and subsequent real estate
management, maintenance will always come with BIM Methodology used.

Figure 41 – Project location
Shared coordinates have been set up within the coordination model. The origin of the models is set to
the survey base point. Below is the summary table of the project coordinates expressed in UTM
(Universal Transverse Mercator) format:
The positioning data must be set and maintained on all disciplinary models derived from the
coordination model. Therefore, to avoid information inconsistencies, all models must share the same
survey point and the same project base point. The whole project team will have to share the same
positioning settings (origin), in order also to be able to implement the energy analyses.
Below is the image for setting the coordinates and north rotation of the project to the true north.
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Table 10 – Reference Coordination
PROJECT SURVEY POINT
LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

ELEVATION

NORTH REAL
ROTATION

5024047.70 m N

513570.56 m E

-0.000 m, s.l.m.

353.18°

PROJECT BASE POINT (ON AXIS A-1)
LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

ELEVATION

NORTH REAL
ROTATION

5024055.60 m N

513587.731m E

-0.000 m, s.l.m.

353.18°

Figure 42 – Shared coordination of the project
The elevation above sea level is considered at 0 m. The unit of measurement set within all models is in
m (meters).
The coordinates will be set on the coordination model and shared (publication tool) with the disciplinary
models with the following precautions:
•
•
•
•

The correct latitude and longitude must be set for each model as indicated, relative to the reference
point agreed in the survey/setting phase of the project models
True north (and relative project north) must be set as indicated
All disciplinary models must use the same coordinate system (UTM);
The projects must be linked by Shared Coordinates on the project base point.
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Figure 43 – Levels and grids of the project
Table 11 – Model Levels
GFL
L01
L02
L03
L04
L05
LC0
LC1

Ground Floor Level – height -0.00 m
First Floor Level – height +4.50 m
Second Floor Level – height +8.00 m
Third Floor Level – height +11.50 m
Fourth Floor Level – height +15.00 m
Fifth Floor Level – height +18.50 m
Roof Floor Level – height +22.30 m
Roof Floor Level – height +25.30 m

5.2.2. Urban study

Figure 44 – Map from Lombardia region
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The project area is in Pieve Emanuele, south of Milan, on the border with Rozzano. The Humanitas
hospital and research institute have chosen to establish and develop their operational and educational
spaces in the metropolitan area south of Milan, a portion of territory that sees the alternation of urbanized
plates of varying consistencies: large production areas with small warehouses, residential parcels of
terraced houses and apartment buildings, golf courses, old hamlets, and a few farmsteads. The
surrounding cultivated fields of the South Milan Agricultural Park alternate with urban fragments.
To determine which interventions must be submitted to the opinion of the Municipal Landscape
Commission municipalities are required to define in their sensitivity maps of the various assets in their
territory according to a scale of five classes (very high, high, medium, low, very low). The planner, at
the time the project is filed, is required, based on the relevance of the proposed intervention, to estimate
its impact on the landscape in contradiction with the Technical Offices, which, depending on the high
or low classification defined by the PGT of the context in which the project is planned, determines
whether to use the Commission's assessment.
Believing that planning and transformations are an opportunity to improve the space in which we live,
even particularly degraded elements and areas where the most relevant interventions are planned have
been given a high sensitivity. Sensitivity that in this case disregards a scoring system based on the value
and status of assets but derives from an act of will of the plan.
Areas of urban transformation, current implementation plans that have not yet been built on, and
properties in serious disrepair belong to this special category of assets and have been classified with
very high sensitivity. The table attached shows that where a particular property falls into more than one
landscape sensitivity class, it is classified with the highest one. Similarly, the difference between
different but contiguous properties having the same classification may sometimes disappear, as they are
represented with the same colour.

Figure 45 – Map of landscape sensitivity
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The presence of a centre of excellence in Italian healthcare such as the Humanitas clinical institute is a
valuable resource for the regeneration of the area. Good rules are important but are not in themselves
sufficient to trigger a transformation of the Fizzonasco district (urban agglomeration and production
area above the Humanitas campus). The second tool within the administration's possibilities to start a
process of redevelopment of Fizzonasco is to act on public space by carrying out redevelopment projects
of streets, squares, car parks, and green areas.
The effort to provide the large residential neighbourhoods of Pieve Emanuele with the necessary services
has ended up producing over time a public space with a certain dignity and quality, while this has not
happened in the productive areas, especially in Fizzonasco but also in the productive-logistics area
located south of Pieve Emanuele. Good rules, public works, and active policies for the provision of new
services and tax incentives are the three tools for a project to maintain and redevelop the productive city
of Pieve Emanuele.
Now, the only 'active' implementation plan in the municipality of Pieve Emanuele is the Campus della
Pieve, Humanitas Clinical Institute of which a gross floor area of 27,500 square metres has so far been
realised.
The extension of the city of Pieve measures approximately 670,000 square metres, which, when
compared to the 15,608 inhabitants present in December 2020 is equivalent to just over 43 square metres
per inhabitant. And since the areas where the citizens of our city have an average size of 32-34 square
metres, this means that there is more space than the private space available to everyone can dispose of.
Not an insignificant result. Also in qualitative terms, the particularity of schools and public buildings,
the definition of roads, pavements, parking areas, the extent and wealth of sports facilities, together with
the extensive network of cycle and pedestrian paths and the quality of some green areas is not negligible.
Of the service areas, most are green areas that account for approximately 18 ha equal to just under 30%
of the total services. Counterbalancing the green areas are the parking areas and garages, which are often
sources of soil sealing. These are followed by sports and recreational facilities and schools and
kindergartens.
All services fall under the category of services of local interest, while there are no present services of
supra-local interest, although we must point out in the municipality of Rozzano and in part of Pieve
Emanuele the presence of the important hospital and Clinical centre of Humanitas, which has, among
other things, the presence of its own structure for university teaching university, even though its private.
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Figure 46 – Map of services

Figure 47 – Map of service implementation
Soil permeability is the requirement for areas that are neither covered by buildings nor paved, i.e. paved
with draining materials, to allow rainwater to percolate into the soil, contributing to the replenishment
of groundwater.
Permeability is regulated through the permeability index, expressed as a percentage, which defines the
ratio between the permeable soil area and the entire land area of the building plot.
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Figure 48 – Urban calculations
The minimum distance of buildings from lot boundaries and the minimum distance between buildings
are provided both for reasons of public interest (avoidance of gaps, avoidance of safety and hygiene
problems, aesthetic, and architectural reasons) and to regulate relations between private neighbours.

Figure 49 – Distances from borders
Courtyard - for the sole purpose of applying the rules of the PGT (Piano di governo del Territorio), a
"courtyard" is defined as an area that is free or occupied, even partially, by buildings, inside blocks
morphologically identified by a perimeter of buildings, at least on three sides, that is functional for the
lighting and ventilation of the rooms facing it.
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Figure 50 –courtyards check
5.2.3. Competences and Resources for the Project
The project object is configured as an extension of the existing university residence "Dorms Mario
Luzzato" located within the Humanitas University Campus, located in the municipality of Pieve
Emanuele (MI), in a total area of about 20,000 square meters adjacent to the complex hospital of the
Humanitas Clinical Institute.
The project incorporates the codes, requirements, minimum quality standards and guidelines relating to
the technical and economic parameters required for participation in the tender according to the D.M.
1257/2021 (Law 338/2000).
About economic aspects Humanitas University declares that has:
• The possession of the economic and financial capacity to carry out the project.
• The possession of the operational and administrative capacity concerning the proposed project.
• The possession of minimum requirements such as to ensure compliance with the Financial
Regulation (EU, Euratom) 2018/1046 and Article 22 of Regulation (EU) 2021/241, regarding
prevention, sound financial, absence of conflicts of interest, fraud, and corruption.
• Hospitals coordinate with medical activity, which by its nature requires irremediable time and full
functionality.
About Operational and administrative capability
• Humanitas University has an organized administrative and technical management structure
dedicated to real estate developments on its university campus. This structure has been active in
the design, management and construction of all campus buildings including the university
residence.
• This structure also operates on the scope of real estate developments of the Humanitas Group's
hospital facilities at the main headquarters in Rozzano and any other location in Italy. Therefore, it
is structured to manage every activity related to the construction of a building regarding the
timeframe that is mandated in the university field to coordinate the completion and full functionality
of the building with the needs of the teaching activity. Even more so in facilities hospitals
coordinate with medical activity, which by its nature requires time and full functionality that cannot
be postponed.
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Each stage of the process will be managed in terms of technical administration, management, and
coordination:
• The definition of project briefs.
• The design,
• The obtaining of permits,
• The competitive bidding process,
• The execution of the works,
• The safety during design and execution,
• The acceptance and handover of the works.
• The tooling is up to full functionality.
This activity has already been tested in the field of university residence with the construction of the
"Dorms Mario Luzzato" residence, of which the planned intervention is an extension.
The project was developed by applying BIM methodology, as required by Article 6, Paragraph 10(a) of
Ministerial Decree No. 1257 of November 30, 2021. BIM Methodology will always be employed for
the development phase of the executive project, as well as for the construction phase and subsequent
property management, with special regard to maintenance. As is well known, the use of such techniques
makes it possible to provide greater assurance about adherence to time, cost and expected quality. The
technical administrative structure manages and coordinates each stage of the process.

5.2.4. Student Accommodation
Expansion of a building to be used as a university residence:
• Total consistency of the building: 4,340 square meters of gross built area, 3,700 square meters
gross floor area.
• Number of accommodation places: 119 p.a.;
• Number of floors: 6 above ground (as an existing building);
Arrangement of functions:
• Ground floor: common services, educational and recreational spaces, technical rooms, circulation.
• First Floor: rooms, circulation, connection to the existing building: 19 rooms/ 19 beds
• Floor type: rooms and circulation: 20 rooms/25 beds
Main Features
The new building is configured as an extension of the existing complex, the current entrance remains
the only entrance to the entire accommodation facility (existing and project)
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Figure 51 – Masterplan
5.2.5. Model Segregation
The BIM Execution Plan should include a plan about breaking down the project according to the
deliverables. Models can be divided according to several criteria, such as discipline, function, built-up
area, volumes, and zones.
In the case study of this thesis, we collaborated with many studios for the project's BIM model. The
primary aim for segregation was to create distinct models for each discipline (Architectural,
Architectural type floor, structural, MEP).

Figure 52 – Revit as-built model (ARC_03)
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Division of the model due to its function.
We worked with different studios for parts of the BIM model for the project.
•
•
•
•

Architectural
Architectural type floor
Structural
MEP

Figure 53 – Revit linked model

Figure 54 – Structural model
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Figure 55 – Architectural model

Figure 56 – Architectural 02 Type floor model
5.2.6. 3D Model
The Revit model is a simulated representation of the architectural design. The model not only specifies
the geometry of the model parts, but it also records the design intent and logical links between the model
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pieces. The 2D model views (plans, sections, elevations, and so forth) can be thought of as slices of the
3D model. Every model view is a live view of the objects. When an element is moved in one view, the
position in all other views is instantaneously modified and visible, ensuring that the views are always in
sync. The 3D model is utilized to generate the two-dimensional views that comprise the printed
document set.

Figure 57 – Revit project model
5.2.7. Parametric families
Gaining a better understanding of what Parametric Family is and what it can do to help the designer
achieve a successful project outcome is very simple.
Of course, 'blocks' are familiar to all users in CAD software. Most users have a 'library' of these blocks
and can load them into a drawing when they need to insert a window, door, fixture, appliance, or other
items.
The process of sifting through blocks to find the right size door with the correct width and height is no
longer necessary. Nowadays, two locations are never exactly the same and custom sizing of elements
and objects is frequently required. What if you can't find that right door width and height? In CAD,
you'd most likely create a new block with these dimensions, and before you know, your small project
has 50 blocks loaded into it.
In Revit Parametric Families, Parameters define rules in a family that can be changed and edited based
on the model's environment and type. To begin developing a parametric window family in Revit, open
Revit architecture. A variety of BIM objects contribute to the excellent family creation.
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In Revit, you can combine items of different sizes into a single family. It is all part of the same family,
whether it is a 90 or 80 door. The drafter can select these door sizes from a drop-down menu and switch
between them with the click of a mouse.

Figure 58 – Families categories

Figure 59 – Window family example
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Figure 60 – Family plan view

Figure 61 – Family Section and elevation
5.2.8. Rules of the BANDO L338/2000

Figure 62 – Announcement of the NOTICE on the Ministry of Education website
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Purpose:
University housing and residences must provide students with the necessary conditions of permanence
in the city where the university is located, such as facilitating study attendance and degree completion,
both in terms of residential functions and related support functions for teaching and research, as well as
cultural and recreational activities. The housing service must also encourage students' social and cultural
integration into city life. For this purpose, these standards define the sizing indices for student residences
and provide qualitative criteria for urban and building functionality.
Types of student accommodation:
The applicant can choose freely the typology of university student housing and residences. In this study
case has been chosen the:
•

Hotel design. In general, the spatial organization is based on corridors that are overlooked by
single or double rooms. This type is realized with an adjacent bathroom. Collective residential
services are concentrated in distinct areas distinct from the residents' rooms.

Other types of accommodation can be selected.
•
•
•

Mini-Apartments (a flat for 1-2 students)
Integrated hubs (6-8 students single rooms connected with areas containing collective services)
Mixed (2 or more type of solutions are coexisting)

To guarantee and encourage socialisation and integration processes, the residence must also be able to
accommodate different types of users (students, scholarship holders, married students, etc.).
The functions of student residences:
The coexistence of residential functions and related services must be guaranteed in student residences,
so that both individuality and social needs are met, and the following Functional Areas must be provided
in student residences:
- AF1, Residence, includes residential functions for students.
- AF2, Cultural and teaching services, includes functions such as study, research, documentation,
reading, meetings, and so on, which the student performs individually or in groups, also outside the
private or semi-private residential environment.
- AF3, Recreational services, includes leisure functions such as recreation, non-institutional cultural
training, physical culture, interpersonal knowledge, and so on.
- AF4, Support, Management, and Administrative Services, includes the functions that support the
student's residential function in regard to the proper operation of the residential facility; - Access and
distribution, includes the functions of access, reception, meeting, and exchange between students, as
well as the functions of spatial connection between and within functional areas.
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- Integrated parking of vehicles in use by users and technological services, such as parking spaces for
cars/motorcycles/bikes and individual urban mobility means for people with physical or sensory
disabilities, as well as the provision of technical compartments and technological services in general,
such as charging points for electric vehicles.

General criteria for the requirements of student housing interventions:
The criteria for the following requirements must be met in the design and implementation of student
housing interventions.
•

Environmental compatibility

New buildings must consider the principles of environmental protection, even in the absence of
indications in town planning instruments and building regulations. These principles must also be
respected, if possible, in extraordinary maintenance and recovery.
In this regard, the feasibility study must provide an exhaustive characterization of the site (in terms of
climate, availability of renewable energy sources, availability of natural light, etc.) and of the
environmental factors that may be affected by the intervention, so that the intervention itself is oriented
towards their respect (air, water balance and water cycle, soil and subsoil, ecosystems and landscape,
historical-typological aspects). In new buildings, solutions to reduce drinking water consumption must
be implemented, as well as incentives for the reuse of water resources that have been suitably purified
to reduce the polluting load in the environment. Furthermore, it must be ensured that each intervention
complies with the do-no-significant-harm (DNSH) principle, i.e. the environmental objectives of the
DNSH Assessment under the Taxonomy Regulation (EU Regulation No. 2020/852).
•

Integration with the city and services (see the chapter on Urban Study)

In the case of new constructions for use as student residences, the intervention must be integrated into
the city context to form a continuum in the social and service fabric.
The study of factors relating to the physical-environmental, social, historical, and urban context of the
intervention, as well as the assessment of land availability or the consistency, functionality, and
suitability of usable existing buildings, must result in urban destinations and locations for student
housing.
The housing service must be located so that it can provide the necessary complementary services to the
residential function as well as functions related to students' leisure activities. The location of student
residences must consider the ease of access to university sites as well as the services that may be of most
interest to the student population. Distances that can be covered on foot or by bicycle, as well as
proximity to city public transportation stops, must be considered.
•

Presence of the levels of individuality and sociality in fruition

The student residence must meet the students' dual need for individuality and sociality by providing and
distributing adequate private and semi-private spaces, as well as collective and semi-collective spaces.
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Individual areas for study and rest, as well as collective areas for socialization for the small group of
cohabitants, must be provided for the residential function.
There must be collective areas for socializing, common activities in which different levels of
appropriation and use of space by both the small and larger groups are present.
To that end, space distribution and morphology, as well as furniture and equipment arrangement, must
be addressed. In both the residential and service areas, the connective space can be used to create
opportunities for meeting and socializing.
•

Integration of information and multimedia technologies

The student residence must provide for the integration of information and multimedia technologies:
adequate network cabling must be provided, aimed at the internal distribution of data connectivity to
users (internet) and at allowing modern and efficient management of residence services, also from a
'IoT' (Integration of Things) perspective.
The building must be designed and built to integrate information and multimedia technologies in
accordance with concepts such as network, community, individual and widespread use of technological
resources, energy and service management in accordance with smart building principles.
The context of intervention must be involved in the application of new technologies. This entails
assessing technological availability as well as potential integration and decentralization strategies
•

Environmental orientation

All students and external users must be able to use the student residence independently. To that end,
each functional area and the various environmental units must be easily identifiable, and specific
arrangements in the distribution areas must be made to facilitate orientation while considering the needs
of all users in terms of physical, sensory, and perceptual abilities. The proposed solutions will be
evaluated in relation to the space organization envisaged in the project.
More specifically: The access points to the residential and service parts must be clearly differentiated
and easily accessible without interference.
Stairs and lifts in multi-story buildings must be easily accessible from the entrance hall, and the vertical
connection must be clearly marked from the entrance.
•

Maintenance and Management

To reduce the overall cost of the intervention, the student residence must meet the requirements of
maximum maintainability, durability, and replaceability of materials and components, as well as
controllability of performance over time. The technologies used must account for the potential dynamics
of obsolescence and degradation; technical solutions and related construction details must be designed
with quality in mind over time. The structure and its subsystems must be controllable and simple to
maintain.
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5.2.8.1.Functional areas
The functional areas determined the design and the dimension of the building itself.
Functions and dimensioning criteria
•

Residential functions (AF1)

The net area to be used for residential functions must be equal to or greater than 12.5 m2/p.a.
(accommodation space) for the single room (including toilet) or 9.5 m2 /p.a. for the double room
(including toilet).
A number of accommodation places ≥ 5% of the total number of accommodation places must be
reserved for users with physical or sensory disabilities. In this case, the surface area per accommodation
space must be increased by at least 10%.
•

Service functions (AF2+AF3+AF4)

The net floor area to be used for accommodation service functions must be ≥ 5.0 m2 /p.a. for all types
and must include Cultural and Educational Services (AF2), Recreational Services (AF3) and Support
Services (AF4).
Within the area standard for service functions, a minimum area of 2.0 m2 /p.a. must be guaranteed for
Cultural and Educational Services (AF2) and Recreational Services (AF3). The remaining area for
services can be used according to the needs and priorities defined by the intervention programme.
As part of the service functions, the environmental units study room(s) and meeting room(s), equipped
with Wi-Fi, must be present at all times.
Minimum Requirements for environmental units
•

AF1 Residential Functional Area

11.0 m2 single room (sleeping area, study area); 16.0 m2 double room (two beds, studio space). Rooms
with more than two sleeping places are not permitted.
toilet (washbasin, shower, wc, bidet), shareable, 3.0 m2;
In the case of a meal preparation and consumption area inside the room, an increase in the surface area
of the room of at least 1.0 m2 is anticipated.
For accommodations without a meal preparation and consumption area (kitchenette), meal preparation
and consumption areas (collective kitchens) must be provided in a number, size, and capacity
appropriate to the number of guests using them, including the relative service areas. Meal preparation
and consumption areas will be counted as AF4 functional areas, whether structured as "collective
kitchens" (outside the accommodation) or "canteen inside the structure" (including accessory rooms)
(AF4).
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•

AF2 Cultural and Educational services Functional Area

Study room(s); The study room must allow the activity to be carried out in the manner and with the
equipment specified by the type of study.
Meeting room (s). The meeting room must accommodate both student meetings for study and cultural
purposes, as well as educational lectures or seminars. The furnishings must be adaptable to allow for a
variety of uses.
library (storage and consultation), conference room , auditorium
•

AF3 Recreational services Functional Area

Newspaper library;
Video and music room(s);
Games room(s);
Fitness gym, sports facility, or indoor swimming pool, as well as any ancillary premises (changing
rooms, storage rooms, toilets, etc.).
The video and music room must allow for collective viewing of events, as well as remote connection
systems that ensure good video and audio performance.
The games room must accommodate playful activities in accordance with the various types of games
envisaged, as well as the necessary equipment.
The playroom should also be able to accommodate student parties.
•

AF4 Management, Support and Administrative services Functional Area

Laundry/Ironing room; Personal clothing of resident students must be washed with washing machines
in a number proportionate to the number of guests, then dried and ironed in the laundry-ironing room.
If the relevant equipment is already present in the environmental units belonging to AF1, this
environmental unit may be omitted.
- covered and/or closed parking for bicycles and individual urban mobility; The enclosed and/or covered
bicycle parking area must accommodate resident students' bicycles.
- wardrobe; During extended periods of absence, students' luggage or personal belongings must be
stored in the cloakroom.
- linen and cleaning product stores; Depots for linen and cleaning supplies must allow for the storage
and exchange of linen for the number of available accommodations.
- online shopping depots; Online shopping depots must allow for product storage and distribution.
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- warehouses. The warehouses must allow for the storage of materials and equipment used in the upkeep
of the residence and services, as well as the performance of minor maintenance operations on the
facility's equipment.
- functional spaces for the organization of separate waste collection: for the location, collection, and
sorting of material containers to be sent for recycling; for the preparation of recovery and reuse activities
(books, equipment, objects, etc.);
- management offices and similar spaces;
- staff changing rooms;
- canteen/self-service
- spaces for preparing and eating meals.
•

AF5 Access and Distribution Functions

The area to be allocated to access and distribution spaces must be 35% of the total net area of spaces for
residence and services.
-entrance;
The entrance must allow not only access to the facility, but also meetings, exchanges, and socializing
among the students. The concierge's reception area can be located in the entrance area, and a space for
reading can be designated. The entrance area must also include areas for students to post information. If
the entrance takes on the characteristics of a relational space, the relative surface area can be included
in the AF3 area.
paths
Pathways serve as a means of connecting environmental units and may also be used for ancillary or
complementary activities to residential and service functions, such as spaces for waiting and resting,
relaxation, and the exchange and socialization of resident and non-resident students, and as such must
provide adequate lighting and ventilation, preferably natural.
general sanitary facilities.
Near collective spaces (AF2, AF3, and AF4), general toilets that can be used by both internal and
external guests must be provided. One toilet must be accessible to people with physical and/or sensory
disabilities on each floor affected by collective spaces.
•

Parking functions and technologies services

car/motorbike/bike parking spaces and individual urban mobility means for people with physical or
sensory disabilities; technical rooms and technological services based on the complexity and type of
installation. It is also possible to envision adequate charging points for electric vehicles with cost
allocation systems
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Figure 63 – Quantities Functional areas extracted from the model
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Figure 64 – Functional areas plans
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5.3. PHASE 3 – CONSTRUCTION PHASE
5.3.1. 4D Time schedules, Gantt chart
The estimation of the time required to carry out the work in the next phases was conducted considering
the general (boundary) and specific (internal) site conditions. In terms of boundary conditions, the
following must be considered:
• The necessity of preliminary preparations such as the delimitation of the intervention area and
punctual verification of the existing networks as well as the connection points between the
existing building and the extension.
• Simple site accessibility.
All, it is considered that the site preparation, demolition, and general excavation phase can be carried
out in 5 months and that the execution of the subsequent works, until completion, can be foreseen in 15
months, for a total of 20 months/600 days.

Table 12 – Schedule for milestones and deadlines
Project definitive
Closure and sending Model to
CarsuQuinquies
Design
Ranking Publication
Authorization request
Obtaining authorization
Development of executive
design and start verification
Completion of executive design
Approval executive design
Preparation and publication of
the tender, works
Award of the tender, works
Contract of the tender
Delivery of the construction
site
Beginning of works
Competition of works
testing
Unexpected events
Full functionality
Tender for interiors
Preparation and publication of
the tender, furniture
Tender management, furniture
Contact tender, furniture
Start installation
Finish installation

HUMANITAS NEW BUILDING
06.05.2022
17.05. 2022
PROJECT – BUILDING PHASE
Date
17.10.2022
16.11.2022
14.02.2023

Phase Days
30 Days
90 Days

05.04.2023

50 Days

10.05.2023
02.06.2023

20 Days
8 Days

17.06.2023

15 Days

17.07.2023
01.08.2023

30 Days
15 Days

09.08.2023

8 Days

10.08.2023
02.11.2024
02.03.2025
10.06.2025
10.07.2025
Date

1 Days
450 Days
120 Days
100 Days
30 Days
Phase Days

05.07.2024

30 Days

03.10.2024
02.11.2024
02.12.2024
02.03.2025

90 Days
30 Days
30 Days
90 Days
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Gantt chart graphs can help project managers, stakeholders, clients, and team members visualize the
project task timeline to monitor every aspect of the project and its status.
Advantages of the use of the Gantt chart in the construction industry
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finish Project on Schedule
Avoid Overlapping Tasks and Dependencies
Everyone is on The Same Page
Task Accountability
Well-managed Resource Allocation
Long-Term Plan and Execution
Time Management
Identification Critical Path

Professionals and traders in the construction industry are recognizing the value of working in an open
and collaborative Gantt chart where all project participants can exchange information quickly and update
it in real-time. It facilitates qualitative decision-making and increases communication flow between
various parties.
It assists in meeting the Architectural BIM Project deadlines and forecasting a digital solution for the
project. It assists with planning out tasks and identifying who is responsible for them. Can contain the
data required to complete tasks on time and within the estimated budget. They are useful for identifying
any changes made during the construction process, as well as identifying task scheduling issues, how to
resolve them, and how long they will take to complete. It also ensures that resources are not
overburdened and delegated tasks to various individuals and team members.
It also helps in the breakdown of complex workflows into manageable activities with a clear view. A
reasonable time frame for task start and completion can be established. It also ensures that construction
professionals know the shortest amount of time a task can take to be completed.
The Gantt chart allows sharing of all the thoughts, tasks, and objectives with everyone involved in the
project. It helps construction workers understand their roles and responsibilities. It promotes feedback
and keeps everyone on track.
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Figure 65 – Gantt chart

Figure 66 – List of activities of the Gantt chart
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5.3.2. 5D
The definition and management of the fifth dimension, which is related to costs, it should not be viewed
as an isolated continuation of 3D, and 4D, even though is inextricably linked to the fourth dimension,
but as an in-depth analysis and an integral part of it: the geometric, temporal, and cost parameters are
linked, because of this relationship, it came to automatically estimate costs after completing the 4D
study.

Figure 67 – Interrelation between 3D, 4D and 5D

The 5D feature, model-based estimation, and BIM quantity estimation function are the foundations for
significant automation and innovation in the building construction industry. 5D BIM modelling links a
3D object, its parts, and the entire assembly model to third-party cost-estimating software. Whenever
there is a change in the design geometry or quantity, the costs are automatically updated.
This collaboration between BIM platforms and cost calculation software enables quantity surveyors,
estimators, and planners to assess the effects of design changes on costs while staying within budget. It
also reduces the number of iterations required for estimation and approximation, and bidding becomes
more accurate.
The global economic slowdown also plays a significant role in the rapid adoption of BIM and its
evolution, particularly the global expansion of 5D BIM modelling service providers. Every day, a large
sum of money is invested in the construction industry, and every stakeholder and construction firm
require efficiency and predictability.
Simultaneously, subcontractors require documentation to coordinate tasks with inter-teams and to
negotiate the cost with an external organization when projects involve prefabrication. Estimates, bids,
and schedules can be made accurately with 5D BIM cost planning and material takeoffs.
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Several studies exist that demonstrate the positive impact of BIM on a variety of complex building
construction projects using BIM model-based estimates. They see great potential in platforms like Revit
because it eliminates the need to develop a thorough understanding of drawings and then manually
calculate QTOs from Blueprints. This reflects greater accuracy in the outcome and almost no
uncertainty.

Figure 68 – “Bill of Quantity” of doors typology
5.3.3. Firefighting access and security
To allow the intervention of the firefighters' rescue vehicles, the accesses to the areas where the buildings
object of this project are located have the following minimum requirements:
•
•
•
•
•

width: 3.50 m.
free height: 4 m.
turning radius: 13 m.
slope: no more than 10%.
load resistance: at least 20 tons (8 on the front axle, 12 on the rear axle, 4 m wheelbase).

For the structures in question having a height of 19.60 meters, more than 12 meters, but less than 24
meters, the possibility of approaching the building of the fire brigade ladders at least to one facade is
ensured, to reach through paths floor interiors of the various rooms.
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Figure 69 – Route for firefighters’ access

Figure 70 – Legend firefighters plans
R / REI 60 is guaranteed as it is a building with a height of 19.60 m.
The performances of the materials required are guaranteed for:
•

90

Atriums, corridors, stairs, ramps, and passages in general, and the use of class 1 materials are
allowed for a maximum of 50% of their total surface (floor + walls + ceiling + horizontal
projections of the stairs). For the remaining parts, class 0 materials (non-combustible) must be
used.
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•
•
•

In all other environments the floors, including the relative coatings, may also be of class 2 and the
other coating materials may be of class 1, or class 2, if in the presence of automatic extinguishing
systems or systems of disposal of fumes enslaved by fire detection systems;
Materials such as curtains etc. will not have Classes higher than 1.
Upholstered furniture and mattresses will be class 1 IM.

The partitions that separate the rooms guarantee REI 30 and the access doors to the individual rooms
have characteristics of resistance to fire not lower than REI 30 with a self-closing device.
Tower D:
•
•

SC D1 staircase of the REI 60 protected type
SC D2 ladder, REI 60 protected type

There are n. 2 protected lifts with REI 60 access doors, and the shaft has permanent ventilation of not
less than 3% of the plan area and in any case not less than 0.20 m2. There are no machine rooms.

Figure 71 – Exits and fire resistance floors
The building on all floors is equipped with an organized system of exit routes, sized according to the
maximum crowding expected according to the flow capacity and which leads to a safe place.
The route includes corridors, stair access and exit areas to the outside, stairs, ramps and passages.
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Figure 72 – Ground floor exit routes
On the ground floor and first floor only, access is provided for people with reduced or impaired mobility.
A special path to safe spaces or an open terrace on the same first floor constitutes a large calm space in
the emergency phase.
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Figure 73 – Safe Place for disabled on the first floor
The useful width is measured by deducting the size of any protruding elements except for fire
extinguishers.
The access doors to the stairs and those that lead to the outside or a safe place, open in the direction of
the exodus with a simple push.
The doors of the guest rooms are equipped with locks with the instant manual release of the flows from
the inside, to facilitate exit in case of danger.
The doors that open onto the exit routes do not reduce their useful width.
For buildings up to 6 floors above ground, as in our case, the length of the path to reach an exit on a
protected staircase is never more than 30 m and specifically is a maximum of about 10 m.
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5.3.4. Render views

Figure 74 – Project model view

Figure 75 – View from the bridge
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Figure 76 – 3D View from above

Figure 77 – Rear General 3D View

Figure 78 – Front General 3D View
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6. CONCLUSION – WEAKNESS AND THREADS
For most of the thesis, we discussed all the good elements of BIM implementation (both strengths and
opportunities), however BIM is quite sophisticated, and there are a few downsides to adopting BIM,
though they are well outweighed by the benefits. This analysis will help firms (who have not yet
embraced BIM) dive into BIM and make an informed decision. Here are the most often used opinions
and reasons against BIM, and why some companies have not yet implemented BIM or are currently
debating whether to do so.
• High cost in training, acquire new software and waste of time:
BIM deployment necessitates significant expenditures in software and training. There must be a break
in the current work, and this may affect the production of that moment. Implementation of BIM is always
postponed to a later date.
• Change of the mindset:
The habit to a certain type of process and a certain way of working, prevents users/organizations from
stepping outside of their comfort zones and embracing new technologies and processes, resulting in a
"NO" to BIM adoption.
• Comparison of CAD with BIM:
One of the biggest barriers to BIM adoption in companies is the comparison of CAD to BIM. In this
case, the individual may ask, "Why do we need BIM when we can get 3D models from our existing
software?" To answer to this question: Basically, when using CAD for building design, you mostly focus
on making drawings. When using BIM, you focus on constructing a building model, from which
drawings may be created. This saves time because you don't have to sketch the same item again. CAD
is generally used to create floor drawings and then sections. However, with BIM, you construct the
elements in a single view, and they appear in all views where their visibility is enabled

Figure 79 – People process and technology
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• Legal issues:
Companies oppose technological change due to legal risks involved with industry standards, worries
about intellectual property, financial risks associated with capital investments in hardware and software,
and the investment required to train and retain technologically trained employees
• Lack of interoperability and inaccuracies may cause disagreements and legal disputes:
Because of distinct demands and aims, each project team employs a different type of software. Some
information is lost during the sharing of information owing to data interchange formats. This issue may
have an unfavourable effect on data exchange.
•

The implementation of BIM may undermine the studios that are still working with the traditional
method.
Even though the usage of BIM has risen fast in Europe, there are still construction firms that have not
adopted the technique. As a result, their activities are incompatible, and they are frequently dropped off
the tendering shortlist.
•

Implementation without considering the actual application and proper training and
interpretation.
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7. CONCLUSION - FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
7.3. BIM implementation in companies
Since the Italian financial crisis, design studios and companies have been in serious trouble. What they
were forced to do was cut expenses drastically, giving up office structures, hardware, and software
renewal, so they could not invest in new technology or staff training. This has hurt Italy's international
competitiveness. Another reason why the Italian building crisis was felt most strongly by professionals
was a lack of serious planning at the national level regarding the number of architects about market
needs, resulting in several architects that are far greater than the sum of architects in Germany and
France.
The current Italian reality is characterized by an overwhelming majority of design studios made up of
individual professionals who are forced to work with a complex bureaucracy that is sometimes
disconnected from the principle of creating benefits for the entire construction chain. Only a small
percentage, on the other hand, is represented by large design studios with multidisciplinary skills, which
are required to begin thinking about incorporating the BIM process internally.
The reasons that can push a design studio or a company to implement this new way of thinking about
the project internally are either necessity (due to a BIM contract) or investment. The consensus is that
there are challenges, first, it takes a lot of effort to put into action. It is necessary to gain the support of
all your clients and business partners, that’s why, in order to use the successfully, you must modify the
mind set of your company. Secondary easier to implement, the challenge of having to purchase
additional BIM software that requires specific training because its use cannot be described as intuitive
and has long learning times. BIM is thus identified as quite sophisticated software platform with costs,
timelines, and a slew of challenges that limit its implementation.
BIM, on the other hand, is a process that begins with design by following a series of procedures that
necessitate the use of software and allow interoperability between the various disciplines involved in
the project. When deciding to use BIM, the first step is to reorganize the work to be done into processes
and activities by first defining the information flows and assigning specific roles to the resources
involved. To begin, it is necessary to support and then implement BIM by acquiring skills and gradually
changing one's overall vision of the project, with the assistance of specific companies that deal with
integrated design training.
This thesis can be used as a guideline, sort of manual with all the basic information for future BIM
implementation for an architectural firm and public administrations that aims the implementation of
BIM for public projects. Implementing BIM within reality takes effort and determination, as well as
preliminary planning and complete sharing of the operating mode. On the other hand, BIM objectives
set can be summed up in the word 'process optimization.' Optimising a process entails not only
minimizing losses and maximizing resources, minimizing implementation times, the impact of changes
during execution, and the complexity of interaction between individual process players, which can be
extended across the entire life cycle. The ultimate goal is to create an information model that is rich
structured in such a way that it is modifiable and manageable in an almost way by each person in charge
of each discipline and at each stage of the process, making available only the information that is strictly
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necessary, based on the principle that 'complex' does not always mean well done, and vice versa.
Although data transmission and multi-platform management must be improved, one cannot help but
notice how the digitisation of the process has resulted in the ease and speed of execution of certain
procedures, such as the creation of axonometric cutaways and the resulting immediacy in the creation
of plans, sections, and elevations. This model's dynamism, the ability to make instant changes, and,
above all, the ability to highlight all information, will result in an integral digital approach, with the
'disappearance' of the processed list and the immediacy not only of processing but also of
communication within the working group.
The modelling phases and work organization have been geared toward achieving a high level of detail
in the representation of the existing situation and intervention planning, all the way up to the construction
site, to provide an adequate foundation for the implementation of the information that the manager will
deem appropriate to adopt to better plan and coordinate routine maintenance interventions throughout
the entire life cycle.
Can a business survive without using BIM?
Industry trends, statistics, and the needs of business owners all point to the same conclusion: no.
This is because the rise in model-based architectural design and construction, along with the resulting
innovative technologies, new delivery methods, and business models, is altering the nature of the
industry. This is reflected in the level of information sharing and alternative approaches to project
delivery. To survive, businesses will need to strategically position their use of technology, beginning
with BIM.
For the companies that have not adopted BIM yet, is important to realize that the shift to this
methodology provides long-term, significant benefits and allows for the development of innovative
design and construction strategies, not to mention the significant competitive advantage.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AEC

Architectural Engineering and Construction

AF

Area Funzionale (Functional Area)

AFC

Approved for Construction

AIM

Asset Information Model

BEP

BIM Execution Plan

BCF

BIM Collaboration Format

BIMMI

Building Information Modelling Maturity Index

BMP

BIM Management Plan

BIM

Building Information Modelling/Model/Management

BoQ

Bill of Quantities

BPM

Business Process Model

bSDD

buildingSMART Data Dictionary

CDE

Common Data Environment

CAD

Computer-Aided Design/Drawing/Drafting

EIR

Employer Information Requirement

FM

Facility Management

GIS

Geographical Information System

GUID

Global Unique Identifier

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning

HBIM

Historical BIM

IES

Impianti Elettrici e Speciali

IFC

Industry Foundation Classes

ITM

Impianti Termo Meccanici

LC

Level of Coordination

LEED

Leadership in Energy and Environment Design

LOD

Level of Detail /Level of Development

LOG

Level of Geometry

LOI

Level of Information

MEP

Mechanical Electric and Plumbing

PGI

Piano di Gestione Informativa

PIM

Project Information Management

QTO

Quantity Take-Off

WBS

Work Breakdown Structure
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